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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Source to Tap project was a €4.9m project funded under the INTERREG VA Environment 
Programme with match funding from the Department for Agriculture, Environment & Rural Affairs 
(DAERA) in Northern Ireland and the Department of Housing, Local Government and Heritage 
(DHLGH) in Ireland and managed by the Special EU Programmes Body (SEUPB). The project 
started in January 2017 and finished at the end of September 2022. 

The project has investigated sustainable, cost-effective approaches to reducing surface-water 
contamination by pollutants associated with agriculture and forestry in the River Derg and River 
Erne cross-border (Northern Ireland/ Ireland) catchments. As suppliers of drinking water, the water 
utilities Northern Ireland Water (NI Water) and Irish Water (IW) had previously developed Drinking 
Water Safety Plans (DWSP), identifying herbicides, organic colour, and sediments as threats to 
drinking water quality in these two catchments. 

In the River Derg catchment, the project delivered a €1.16m pilot Land Incentive Scheme (LIS) 
that provided 100% funding to local landowners to make changes in agricultural practice that 
were expected to impact positively on herbicide and soil loss. Water quality monitoring was 
carried out to measure the impacts of the LIS on herbicide concentration, colour, and turbidity 
in the raw water prior to abstraction at the NI Water Water Treatment Works (WTW’s) on the main 
channel of the Derg River (Counties Donegal and Tyrone). The project also undertook targeted 
activities to raise awareness amongst local communities, particularly those involved in 
agriculture, and the wider public, of the issues surrounding water quality and the role they can 
play in improving and maintaining it. Community engagement was also undertaken in the River 
Erne catchment, but a LIS was not implemented there. 

In total, 118 farm business’ received grants to make their farms more ‘water and environmentally 
friendly’. Measures included the replacement of MCPA (2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid) 
boom spraying with weed-wiping for rush control, pesticide storage, livestock exclusion fencing 
and the provision of alternative watering facilities, clean/dirty water separation options and a 
farmer innovation option for unique solutions to unique issues.  Dedicated, non-regulatory, farm 
advisors provided agri-environmental advice and support to landowners in water friendly 
business operation planning on the farm. 

Throughout the project raw water quality was monitored. MCPA reductions in raw water was 
achieved, with up to 24% in MCPA concentrations, and 40% reduction in MCPA loads, where 
weed-wiping was substituted across less than 3% of the catchment area. 
 
Decreasing trends in turbidity were detected in the River Derg, attributed to measures such as 
livestock exclusion fencing to prevent riverbank erosion. 

Ground-breaking new insights into MCPA herbicide dynamics in river systems were achieved, 
revealing that over 70% of annual herbicide losses occur during short-lived storm events, and 
that MCPA persists in the water system year-round. 
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For every £1 invested through the Source to Tap Project it was calculated that there will be £3.36 
worth of benefits, over a 30-year period, through reduced water treatment costs and improved 
catchment ecosystem services. 

Although highly successful in achieving its aims, there are several key learning points from the LIS 
that could be used to enhance the effectiveness, impact, and efficiency of a similar scheme 
being implemented or planned elsewhere on the island of Ireland and further afield.  

This report provides a technical overview of the pilot Land Incentive Scheme including, how it 
was designed, how it was implemented, and the key lessons learned from planning and 
implementing the LIS. These key lessons are presented at the end of each section in the report. 

Links in this document will take you to further technical, scientific, and economic information 
which underpins the delivery of the Source to Tap pilot LIS. 

For further information visit www.sourcetotap.eu 

 

 

http://www.sourcetotap.eu
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1.0. IDENTIFYING THE NEED FOR A CATCHMENT-BASED SOLUTION TO PROTECT 
SOURCE DRINKING WATER AND HOW THIS WOULD BE DELIVERED

1.1. The need for action 
Northern Ireland Water (NI Water) and Irish Water (IW) are responsible for the supply of potable 
and wholesome drinking water and for the removal and treatment of sewage in Northern Ireland 
and Ireland respectively. 

In terms of drinking water supply, there are several source drinking water catchments that are 
cross-border (i.e. located across the jurisdictional border between Northern Ireland and Ireland) 
and as such are referred to as ‘shared source drinking water catchments’. The River Erne and 
River Derg are two of the larger of these catchments.  

Drinking Water Safety Plans (DWSPs), produced by NI Water and IW, identified source drinking 
water supply as being ‘at risk’ in these two catchments. These risks arise because raw water 
abstracted from watercourses often contains herbicides, organic colour and sediments which 
have run off the land and must be removed in Water Treatment Works (WTWs) to produce 
drinking water to strict water quality standards.  

Regulatory compliance for drinking water standards has been threatened at several NI Water 
and IW WTWs in the Erne and Derg catchments in relation to the herbicide 2-methyl-4-
chlorophenoxyacetic acid (commonly referred to as MCPA) which is primarily used for the 
control of soft rush (Juncus effusus).  

Catchment-based projects in other source drinking water catchments in the UK (for example 
South West Water’s Upstream Thinking project) had demonstrated that it is often more cost 
effective to improve water quality at source by preventing run-off from the land, resulting in 
reduced capital investment requirements, reduced carbon outputs and reduced operational 
costs required to remove pollutants at WTWs. There is the added benefit of improving water 
quality at the catchment-scale, which provides improved habitats for water-dependant wildlife 
and increases the amenity value of rivers and lakes. 

NI Water and IW agreed to explore and trial catchment-based solutions to address the issues 
identified in the River Erne and River Derg catchments, to ensure drinking water quality 
compliance, whilst reducing treatment costs and contributing to improved Water Framework 
Directive (WFD) status of the catchments.  

1.2. The delivery partners – a consortium of expertise 

Whilst both water companies had ‘in-house’ expertise in raw water protection, and in the case 
of NI Water, experience in delivering catchment-scale projects to affect raw water quality (e.g. 
Seagahan Weed-Wiping Project), it was felt that there would be limitations on what the two 
water companies could achieve alone in such an ambitious project.  

The two water companies therefore, set about establishing a consortium of partners with 
expertise in specialisms including catchment science, monitoring and data analysis, catchment-
scale community engagement, water-friendly farming advice and administration and financial 
control of complex grants programmes. 

https://www.southwestwater.co.uk/environment/working-in-the-environment/upstream-thinking/
https://www.niwater.com/weedwiping/
https://www.southwestwater.co.uk/environment/working-in-the-environment/upstream-thinking/
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The consortium was led by NI Water and included IW, Agri-Food and Biosciences Institute (AFBI), 
East Border Region (EBR), The Rivers Trusts (TRT) and Ulster University (UU) (for more information 
about the project partners see Appendix 1). The partners secured INTERREG VA1 funding in 2016 
and the project was named Source to Tap (StT). 

Within the StT project, the partners proposed to develop a pilot cross-border Land Incentive 
Scheme (LIS), to address the issues of colour, turbidity, and herbicides, impacting on source 
drinking water. The impact of such a scheme would be assessed through water quality 
monitoring and a cost benefits framework. The project’s work packages also included actions 
on public engagement, knowledge transfer and dissemination, citizen science, education, 
peatland restoration on formerly afforested land and sediment reduction measures following 
forestry harvesting operations.  

Lessons Learnt 

• ••Consideration must not only be given to the expertise a partner can bring to a project 
but also what that partner is constitutionally able to deliver.
During the development of the LIS it transpired that The Rivers Trust (TRT) was the only 
partner in the consortium that was constituted to disseminate grant aid to a third party. 
This meant that for the pilot LIS to provide grant to farmers, TRT had to be the delivery 
partner for the LIS. This, from an implementation point of view, was not a problem as TRT 
already had significant experience in delivering EU funded projects and disseminating 
grant to third parties. However, from a financial point of view it generated challenges to 
the project, in that TRT as a charity did not have the significant cash reserves required to 
cash float the €1.16m budget for the LIS. This meant that the project had to seek a cash 
advance from the Special EU Programmes Body2 (SEUPB). Limitations on the amount of 
cash advance that could be secured from SEUPB meant that a supplementary cash 
advance needed to be provided by NI Water to allow TRT to have sufficient cash-in-hand 
to support the delivery of the LIS. This supplementary cash advance was only possible 
because NI Water were given permission by DFI to provide a cash advance in anticipation 
of being reimbursed by SEUPB in due course.

1The €283m INTERREG VA Programme is one of 60 similar funding programmes across the European Union that 
have been designed to help overcome the issues that arise from the existence of a border. These issues range 
from access to transport, health and social care services, environmental issues and enterprise development. For 
further information visit https://www.seupb.eu/iva-overview 

2 Special EU Programmes Body (SEUPB) helps to facilitate the positive impact that European Regional Development 
Funding has on the lives of people living across Northern Ireland, the Border Region of Ireland and Western 
Scotland. It is responsible for the implementation of the EU’s PEACE IV (€270m) and INTERREG VA (€283m) 
Programmes.  For more information visit https://www.seupb.eu/aboutus/SEUPB 

•

https://www.seupb.eu/iva-overview
https://www.seupb.eu/aboutus/SEUPB
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1.3. Identifying the pilot Land Incentive Scheme catchment 
The StT project consortium agreed that catchment-based interventions on farms, in the form of 
a cross-border agri-environmental scheme, was the type of pilot study to be trialled to address 
the herbicide and sediment loss issues.  

Consideration was given to land use, pressures through desk-based catchment characterisation 
in the River Erne and River Derg catchments, the potential number of farm businesses, size of 
contributing catchment area to WTWs in both catchments and availability of budget (in this 
case up to €1.2m) to deliver interventions on the ground. Based on these considerations it was 
decided that it was most feasible to focus the pilot LIS on the River Derg catchment. 

It was also agreed that the catchment-based interventions would be focused on the catchment 
area contributing to the abstraction point of the WTW’s on the River Derg and therefore not the 
entire hydrological catchment of the River Derg (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1: Map showing the eligible area of the pilot LIS, upstream of the WTW,  
in relation to the extent of the Derg hydrological catchment 

 

The cross-border nature of the River Derg catchment meant that the pilot LIS was the first of its 
kind, operating in two different European Union (EU) member states simultaneously. By the end 
of the StT project in 2022, one part of the river catchment in Ireland remained within the EU, whilst 
the other part of the catchment in Northern Ireland was outside of the EU, following the United 
Kingdom’s (UK) exit from the EU (Brexit, 31st January 2020).  
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As well as choosing the intervention catchment as the River Derg, the partners decided to use 
a Before-After, Control-Impact (BACI) monitoring design (UKWIR, 2012) and this required a control 
catchment to be chosen which would not be exposed to the intervention. After much 
consideration, the neighbouring River Finn catchment was chosen because it was hydrologically 
and characteristically similar to the River Derg. There was also only 2km2 difference in monitored 
catchment area between the two and the fact they were close together made the collection 
of samples on the same dates achievable. Further information on the selection of a suitable 
monitoring catchment and the monitoring methodology can be found in the Evaluation of an 
Agri-Environment Scheme in the Derg Catchment.  

 

 

Lessons Learnt 

If the intention is to monitor impact in a paired-catchment study, then choosing an •
intervention catchment will have a bearing on choosing a control catchment and should 
be considered at the outset (if the intervention catchment is not exclusively dictated by 
risk to raw water). 
The time required to select an appropriate control and find appropriate monitoring •
locations should be considered, and not under-estimated, when setting up the 
experiment as this can take a few months to establish.   
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2.0. DEVELOPING THE PILOT LAND INCENTIVE SCHEME

2.1. Initial Scoping 
In the process of applying for StT project funding, the consortium had described the broad need 
and scope of a pilot LIS to address the pressures of herbicide, colour, and turbidity on raw water 
quality, but recognised the need to further explore the unique cross-border nature of the scheme 
and to adopt a co-design approach to the measures to be included in the LIS. 

In 2017 ADAS was appointed to develop the cross-border LIS, taking into consideration 
jurisdictional differences in Agri-Environment Schemes, agri-policy, legal frameworks, limiting EU 
regulations (i.e. block exemption and de minimis rules) and how the LIS would operate within 
the conditions of the funding being used (INTERREG VA).  

Having developed a prototype scheme based on their collective knowledge and experiences, 
the project consortium asked ADAS to review it in the context of other existing scheme in the UK 
and Ireland and to suggest modifications to its design and delivery to suit the cross-border nature 
of the project. 

Various other existing Agri environmental schemes were assessed including: Welsh Water’s Weed 
Wiper Partnership; Scottish Water’s Sustainable Land Management Incentive Scheme (SLMIS); 
Seven Trent Water’s Severn Trent Environmental Protection Scheme (STEPS); Northern Ireland’s 
Department for Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs’ (DAERA) Environmental Farming 
Scheme; DAERA’s Farm Business Improvement Scheme; and Ireland’s Department for 
Agriculture, Food and the Marine’s (DAFM) Green Low-carbon Agri-environment Scheme (GLAS).  
This desk-based assessment was supported by interviews with experts and practitioners in the 
field of diffuse pollution prevention and catchment management.  

Unfortunately, due to data protection issues, it was not possible to get an accurate figure from 
either Government Department responsible for agriculture, for the numbers and types of farms 
in the catchment at this planning stage. Estimates were therefore made by AFBI colleagues. This 
made it more difficult when planning the scheme. 

Lessons Learnt 

Developing a new scheme and understanding how it fits with existing schemes and•
domestic and international policy and regulation is essential to the success of the scheme
but is also time consuming and resource intensive.
Whether the intention is to work on a cross-border basis or within a single jurisdiction, it is
important to understand how local agri-policy and domestic legislation will affect the
ability to implement certain solutions/measures through an LIS and how an LIS will be
delivered.  Significant time was invested in exploring, with a range of stakeholders from
Government representatives to non-government organisations, what would be both
feasible and possible within the scope of the proposed LIS. This included the need to allow
limitations to be understood such as State Aid rules, and measures deemed to be
‘productive’ which could not be funded due to competition rules (discussed later in
section 2.2.2 LIS interventions and actions).

https://corporate.dwrcymru.com/en/community/environment/our-projects/watersource/pestsmart/free-weed-wiper-hire
https://www.scottishwater.co.uk/About-Us/Energy-and-Sustainability/Sustainable-Land-Management/Drinking-Water-Protection-Scheme
https://www.stwater.co.uk/about-us/environment/catchment-management/severn-trent-environmental-protection-scheme/
https://www.daera-ni.gov.uk/topics/rural-development/environmental-farming-scheme-efs
https://www.gov.ie/en/service/9133a5-green-low-carbon-agri-environment-scheme-glas/
https://adas.co.uk/
https://www.daera-ni.gov.uk/articles/farm-business-improvement-scheme
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3 Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (General Data Protection Regulation) came into force on May 25, 2018. For more 
information visit https://gdpr-info.eu/  
4 A farm business was defined by its unique Farm Business Number in Northern Ireland or its Herd Number in Ireland. 
This meant that an individual could apply for more than one grant if they owned more than one farm business 
but only one application could be made per farm business.

Having access to information about the farming sector in the catchment at the planning •
stage is key to ensuring your scheme is targeted and of sufficient size to achieve the 
desired outcome. 
Where possible, all data about the number, type, and scale of farm businesses within the 
target catchment area should be obtained. If the limitation on this is data protection 
legislation and/or procedures, then every effort should be made to overcome these by 
establishing effective data sharing agreements between the relevant stakeholders at the 
earliest possible opportunity. 
The StT project was never able to obtain information on the names and address of 
landowners, or even the number and types of farms in the Derg catchment and had to 
come up with ways of estimating or otherwise collecting this information which added 
significant administrative burden to the project.  This was partly because at the time the 
project was establishing the LIS, the General Data Protection Regulations3 (GDPR) came 
into effect and consequently the way in which data could be shared and obtained 
changed. Uncertainty about how the regulations should be applied led to a 
precautionary approach being taken by Government Departments which effectively 
prevented the project from obtaining any information that wasn’t already in the public 
domain. 

2.2. Designing the pilot LIS  
2.2.1. Defining the parameters of the LIS  
Following the initial scoping phase, ADAS was tasked by the project consortium to design the 
pilot LIS (measures, process, and monitoring), to address the key catchment pressures identified 
in the DWSP’s (colour, turbidity, and the herbicide MCPA). 

The ADAS team consulted with the project consortium, made a visit to the River Derg catchment 
and held stakeholder consultation workshops with statutory agencies, farmers unions and NGO’s, 
in both Belfast (Northern Ireland) and Dublin (Ireland), to consult on the proposed interventions 
to be included in the pilot LIS. 

As a result of this research, several defining decisions were made on the nature of the LIS: 

The LIS would fund the cost of on-farm interventions (actions) only and not the 1
environmental benefits realised (results-based payments), because the source and 
duration of funding used for the LIS (INTERREG VA), limited expenditure to the cost of 
capital items only and to a maximum of 3 years (within the 5-year project). 
The LIS would be advisor-led, by farm advisors/project officers, in partnership with the 2
landowner(s) identifying and citing interventions. A bespoke and confidential, farm plan, 
called a Water Environment Management Plan (WEMP), produced by the project officer, 
would set out the relevant recommendations.  
The landowner (i.e. the person(s) with formal land use rights for the entire duration of the 3
contract) must be the applicant to the LIS.  Where land is rented the tenant must also sign 
the application (and the agreement). 
Only one application per farm business4 would be allowed to the LIS, with a mechanism 4
in place to allow for the award of additional funding to the farm business, if required, 
through the issuing of an addendum to the initial LIS grant offer.  

https://gdpr-info.eu/
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Each farm business could apply for up to £20,000stg/€23,000euro5 depending on whether 5
the farm business was registered in Northern Ireland or Ireland respectively. 
Grant would be offered at 100% funding. 6
Applicants would be allowed to make multiple claims against one application to aid 7
cashflow and to help ensure the scheme was attractive to farmers. 
Only land within the LIS catchment boundary (Eligible Area – see Figure 1) would be 8
eligible for funding, even if part of the applying farm business lay outside the eligible area. 
The LIS would not finance capital works already started. 9
The LIS would not finance regulatory compliance measures. 10
The LIS would not invest in interventions that would not reasonably be expected to reduce 11
contamination risk of a raw drinking water source. 
The landowner would be required to keep in place and maintain in good working order 12
the interventions for a period of seven years after the end date of the project (except in 
the case of force majeure). 
If the land is sold or landownership changes (e.g. due to the death of the landowner), 13
the conditions of the grant would pass to the new landowner until the expiration of the 
contract duration. 
Landowner and wider stakeholder engagement should be conducted and maintained 14
throughout the lifetime of the LIS. 
The Scheme would be registered by each jurisdiction under Articles 14 and 22 of 15
Regulation (EU)702/2014 under Commission decision SA40200 (Agricultural Block 
Exemption Rules). 
Weed-wiping would be treated under the de minimis rules and not included under the 16
ABER Regulations6.  

2.2.2.  Deciding on the LIS interventions and actions 
As this was a drinking water focused project, the component items to be included in the LIS 
(Figure 2) concentrated on interventions that were expected to bring about a reduction in 
colour, turbidity and MCPA, thereby reducing the identified risks to raw water quality. 

An initial list of interventions provided by the project consortium was further enhanced through 
consultation (led by ADAS) with statutory agencies, farmers unions and NGOs, with the addition 
of more peatland management options, farm track and access route items and a ‘wildcard’ 
action (i.e. scope for additional bespoke suggestions made by farmers or advisers), which was 
called ‘Farmer Innovation’.  

The interventions were grouped into six main categories: 

Advice and Support 1
Herbicide/Pesticide Control and Rush Management 2
Protection of watercourses from stock & alternative drinking points 3
Reduction in surface flow across farm 4
Peatland Management 5
Other 6

 
5 At the time of establishing the pilot LIS £20,000stg was roughly equivalent to €23,000euro 
6 Agricultural Block Exemption Rules (ABER) is a block exemption regulation, State aid Guidelines and a regulation on 
de minimis aid for farmers. The State aid rules for agriculture, forestry and rural areas are closely related to the Common 
Agriculture Policy (CAP), in particular the rules on support measures financed by the European Agricultural Fund for 
Rural Development. To find out more visit https://ec.europa.eu/competition-policy/state-aid_en  

https://ec.europa.eu/competition-policy/state-aid_en
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Figure 2: List of interventions/measures included in the StT pilot LIS 

Items such as low-drift nozzles for boom sprayers and adjuvants (sticking agents) were not 
considered appropriate, as one of the principle aims of the LIS was to reduce the amount of 
MCPA being used in the catchment. It was felt that enabling, albeit the safer and more 
conscientious use of MCPA, was not conducive to the aim and desired outcome of the LIS. 

Also not included were items that were deemed to be ‘productive’ (i.e. items/actions that result 
in an economic advantage). State Aid rules prevented the project from using EU funding 
(INTERREG VA) to fund LIS interventions that would have generated an economic advantage to 
the recipient over those in other countries, even if the intended purpose of the intervention was 
to achieve environmental protection or improvement. 

This ruled out the use of lime on fields as an alternative non-chemical method of reducing rush 
infestation. The project was therefore only able to offer weed-wiping, with glyphosate-based7 
products and topping, as an alternative to boom spraying with MCPA, rather than reducing 
chemical treatment in favour of a non-chemical approach. Rainwater harvesting was not 
included for the same reason. 

7 AFBI monitored water quality before, during and after the life of the LIS and found no discernible increase in 
glyphosate levels in the River Derg when compared to the River Finn (control catchment) over the same period. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scitotenv.2022.156080 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scitotenv.2022.156080
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Lessons Learnt 

The nature of finance being used to fund the LIS can be restrictive, due to conditions on •
how grant can be utilised and administered.  
Consideration should be given to sources of finance that won’t adversely restrict the LIS’s 
ability to deliver practical and cost-effective methods to address the sources of the water 
quality pressures. Where possible, funding should be avoided that would inadvertently 
cause the replacement of one issue with another, for example replacing one plant 
protection chemical with another because you are not allowed to fund a non-chemical 
treatment.  
A more holistic approach might be better achieved by securing funding from a diverse 
range of funders and by financing different measures from different funding pots, 
depending on each’s conditions of funding.     
Where EU regulations apply, the implications and limitations of these must be fully •
understood as these will affect the delivery of the LIS.  
EU State Aid rules prevented the project from funding LIS interventions that would have 
generated an economic advantage to the recipient, over those in other countries, even 
if the intended purpose of the intervention was to achieve environmental protection or 
improvement. This resulted in missed opportunities in the implementation of the StT LIS.  
 

2.2.3. LIS Implementation Process 
After careful consideration, it was decided that the pilot LIS would operate based on an ongoing, 
open, or ‘rolling’ application basis (i.e., no fixed application window(s)), to ensure maximum 
uptake on the scheme and to avoid bottlenecks in both budget availability and administrative 
burden.  This, however, had to be carefully managed with regards to the finite budget and 
seasonality of some of the intervention (e.g., weed-wiping – late-spring/summer, tree planting - 
winter etc). Applications were therefore processed on a first-come-first-served basis, with the 
promotional ethos of ‘apply now to avoid missing out’.  

Based on a rolling application window and the INTERREG VA procurement requirements, the 
following LIS process was agreed:  

The LIS is promoted to the public through a series of events, advertisements, meets and 1
other appropriate communication methods, until the budget is fully committed. 
Landowners express interest in the LIS and request a visit from a StT Project Officer (who 2
was trained in The Rivers Trust’s PINPOINT technique to give farm advice8) and a time/date 
that is mutually suitable (note: this might be an evening or weekend if the landowner is a 
part-time farmer). 
The landowner and project officer walk the farm together collecting spatial9 and 3
photographic evidence of potential or actual pressures on the water environment that 
are, or are likely to, contribute to the issues of colour, turbidity or MCPA loss to 
watercourses. 

8   Advice and support were given in identifying and citing suitable solutions to issues, or potential issues, noted on 
the farm. Further technical advice on implementation of the measures from qualified specialist in the relevant 
field (i.e. engineers, contractors etc) 
9 ArcGIS Survey 123 (https://survey123.arcgis.com/) was used to collect spatial qualitative, quantitative, and 
photographic information. 

https://survey123.arcgis.com/
https://www.theriverstrust.org/our-work/our-projects/pinpoint
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The project officer produces a bespoke and confidential Water Environment 4
Management Plan (WEMP) which outlines the issues noted on the farm and prioritised (by 
order of perceived positive impact on water quality and overall project aim) 
recommendations for solutions (i.e. the interventions) to resolve/reduce these.  When 
producing the WEMP, other evidence is considered by the project officer, including 
modelled overland flow maps10. Importantly, the WEMP highlighted how the 
recommended solutions would benefit not just the water environment, but also the farm 
business (e.g., through cost and time savings). 
Weed-wiping is always the top priority intervention offered to ensure that, where possible, 5
MCPA application via a boom sprayer is replaced as a method for rush control.  
A Rush Control Plan is produced if weed-wiping is recommended on the farm (annex to 6
the WEMP). 
A Peatland Management Plan is produced if peatland management measures are 7
recommended on the farm (annex to the WEMP). 
The WEMP, and any annexes, are delivered back to the landowner and a talk through 8
the plan(s) offered. 
The landowner lets the project officer know how many of the priority ordered interventions 9
they want to apply for on his/her/their farm (i.e. landowners were not allowed to pick and 
choose from the list but had to apply for funding for interventions in the priority order in 
which they appeared in the WEMP). 
The landowner, with the help of the project officer if required, seeks the appropriate 10
number of quotes11 for each item/service required.  
The landowner, with the help of the project officer if required, fills in the simple LIS 11
Application Form (Appendix 2), using the cheapest price obtained for each item/service 
required. 
The project officer reviews the Application Form and all quotes obtained (taking copies 12
of each) and signs the application as ‘received’.  
The application and supporting evidence are reviewed and verified by an independent 13
Finance Officer (in the case of the LIS, EBR undertook all verification) and entered on to 
the LIS Finance System, devised for the project (Appendix 3). 
The project officer requests that the total budget required to fulfil the application is 14
committed from the LIS budget.  
The project officer issues a Letter of Offer (Appendix 4), Agreement Note (Appendix 5) 15
and Scheme Terms and Conditions (Appendix 6) to the landowner, for the landowner to 
sign and return (within 14 days). 
On receipt of the signed Agreement note, provided everything is in order, the project 16
officer issues a ‘Permission to Start’ letter (Appendix 7) to the landowner. 
The landowner engages the approved supplier(s)/contractor(s) to undertake the works 17
on his/her/their farm. The project officer provides support throughout the process, if 
required by the landowner. 
On completion of all work(s) the landowner receives the bills/invoices in his/her/their 18
name(s) and pays for the goods and services in full, obtaining receipts and proof of 
payment.  

 
10 SCIMAP model was used to generate diffuse pollution risk maps for the catchment (https://www.scimap.org.uk/)  
11 Number of quotes required was determined by the procurement thresholds of the funding being used (i.e. 
INTERREG VA) 

https://www.scimap.org.uk/
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The landowner notifies the project officer that the work(s) are complete, and the project 19
officer visits the farm to confirm that all the interventions are in-situ. Spatial referenced 
photographic evidence is obtained, linking the intervention(s) to the originating issue(s). 
The landowner, with the help of the project officer if required, completes the LIS Claim 20
Form (Appendix 8), appending evidence of invoices and proof of payment (e.g. 
receipts). The project officer views the landowner’s bank statement to confirm 
defrayments of invoiced equivalent sums to the supplier(s). 
The Claim Form and supporting evidence are reviewed and verified by an independent 21
Finance Officer (in the case of the LIS, EBR undertook all verification) and entered on to 
the LIS Finance System (devised for the project). 
The grant claim is paid back to the landowner within 8 weeks of approving a completed 22
claim. If the landowner is VAT registered then the total paid back in grant is excluding VAT, 
as this will be recoverable by the landowner. 

Where multiple claims are being made by a landowner to aid cashflow in the farm business, or 
separate addendum notes (Appendix 9) were issued, steps 17 to 22 were repeated until all the 
grant allocated to that farm business was claimed.  

To simplify the application process and manage budgets, most other schemes reviewed, 
including State funded schemes, had developed standardised costs for items.  This was the 
approach recommended by ADAS and preferred by the project consortium. However, due to 
the INTERREG VA funding rules, standardised costs, otherwise known as ‘unit costs’ were not 
permissible because they would have had to have been included in the Letter of Offer for the 
funding. Unfortunately, this was not the case despite the project having provided the costs used 
for DAERA’s Environmental Farming Scheme (EFS) at the application stage as these costs had 
been rigorously appraised by Northern Ireland’s Department of Finance to demonstrate best 
value for money on all items in their Scheme. This singular fact had the greatest influence on the 
process adopted for the administration of the pilot LIS. Indeed, the INTERREG VA funding rules 
greatly influenced the administration of the pilot LIS and resulted in a very resource heavy 
procurement process, requiring applicants to obtain three quotes for each item/service being 
funded through the scheme, and to choose the cheapest quote. 

Lessons Learnt 

To simplify the application and administration process and manage budgets,•
standardised/unit costs for items should be adopted where possible. To establish unit costs,
at least three prices should be sought for each item/measure and the average of the
three be adopted as the standardised/unit cost.
 Standardised/unit costs should be reviewed, at least on an annual basis, to adjust costs
accordingly, reflecting changes in market prices and to ensure that landowners are
achieving either 100% or the agreed percentage cost recovery in full.
 However, the pilot LIS was rolled out during unprecedented times, with BREXIT and the
Covid-19 pandemic both affecting the prices of materials and causing significant
increases. In our situation, if unit costs had been in place the landowner would have been
required to partially fund the costs of the measures themselves unless a requirement to
review the market value of the unit costs was written into the scheme. This, however, may
not have been possible within the short-term duration of an LIS.  The support provided by
the farm advisors/project officers during the resource heavy procurement process did
however also help to develop the relationships with the farmers and was another
opportunity for education and awareness building.

•
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The table below provides examples of quotes provided by the same supplier, 
demonstrating the increase in costs over the duration of the scheme. Particularly, the cost 
pressure on supplies for fencing are evident. 
 

 
 
This is not a comprehensive analysis of inflation but just an indication of rising costs during 
the term of the LIS.  Factors other than inflation also affected the cost. These included the 
demand for weed-wiping services which meant that the cheapest supplier was often fully 
booked and, in that instance, the next cheapest was used until they were also fully 
booked and so on. 
 
Working in two different currencies (£sterling and €euro) creates difficulties in tracking •
budget commitment and expenditure 
If the budget for a farm business was committed (step 14) in £sterling at the application 
stage, an indicative exchange rate had to be used to calculate the €euro equivalent 
commitment, due to the funding source being in Euro. This rate had to be adjusted later 
when the funding claim was made to SEUPB. This meant that the budget available for 
commitment was constantly fluctuating throughout the duration of the LIS making it 
particularly difficult to allocate budget towards the end, for fear of over/under-
committing if exchange rates shifted significantly. An adjustment column was created on 
the budget tracker excel sheet to adjust for the differences as the LIS progressed. 
 
Initial analysis of the LIS measures installed was carried out using the application 
information and this was recorded in the currency of the application using a fixed 
exchange rate. Further analysis was subsequently necessary after claims were processed 
as one farm application in sterling may have had multiple claims at varying exchange 
rates depending on the timing of those claims. This aided the cashflow for the landowner 
as they could pay for items as they completed them, however, it meant it was more 
complicated when trying to analyse the data. 
 
Variations between expected costs of works and actual costs, and uncertainty as to •
whether work would be completed and claimed for made it more difficult to track total 
LIS budget availability  
When a claim was made by a farm business, for completed work, there were occasional 
variations (e.g. cheaper than original quote) to the amount committed and this required 
regular review in order to pick up the variances so that the total budget available could 
be fully utilised. In hindsight an additional step should have been built into the process to 
adjust for this on an on-going basis rather than at intervals. 
 
The option to stage claims and payments, whilst appealing to farmers, made the process 
of tracking expenditure more complex. For example, when an application was made for 
several measures, a total commitment was made for that farm business. However, there 
was a difficulty in confirming if all these measures would be claimed due to the staged 
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nature of the claims. In order to assess the probability of further claims it was necessary 
for farm advisors/project officers to contact individual applicants to assess the likelihood 
of a further claim and even this regular contact did not ensure all funds allocated to a 
landowner were eventually spent.   

It is important to be clear at the outset about what data needs to be recorded to ensure•
it will meet the reporting requirements. The method of data collection used is also
important to avoid the need to add data retrospectively.
The Excel spreadsheet (final version in Appendix 3) that was originally created to track
application and budget progress for each farm business evolved during the
implementation stage of the project and amendments were required e.g., functionality
added to accommodate addendums to existing LIS funding commitments. This caused
duplication of effort as older applications created on prior versions of the spreadsheet
had to be transferred to the newer format for processing.

The LIS used SharePoint, hosted by NI Water, as the method to securely share data across
several organisations. However, it’s use wasn’t without several issues. Firstly, with access
via other organisations firewalls etc. and, secondly, with inexperience in using the
software. For example, several individuals editing the same spreadsheet at once resulting
in errors in uploading data which required data to be restored and merged from previous
versions.

2.2.4. The role of non-regulatory farm advisors the LIS
It emerged during ADAS’s consultation with stakeholders that ‘schemes should not be 
concerned about catchment adviser costs as these people perform a critical role in ensuring 
scheme success. Wider community engagement is also important in building trust. Scheme 
operators should also consider investing in marketing and other engagement costs at inception 
to ensure good scheme participation’. (ADAS, 2017) 12 . 

The StT project employed dedicated, non-regulatory farm advisors, who were able to form long-
term relationships with farm businesses over the duration of the project. 

Their non-regulatory role meant that they were best placed to provide agri-environmental 
advice and support to landowners in water friendly business planning on the farm, without the 
landowner fearing ‘prosecution’ for admitting where things were ‘not good’ on the farm. 

The farm advisor also operated a flexible approach to contact with landowner, often taking 
calls and making visits during the evenings and at weekends, which suited busy farmers and 
those who were part-time and only available outside of the 9-5, Monday-Friday. 

12 Turner et al. (2017), Interreg VA ‘Source To Tap’ Land Pilot LIS Report 1, ADAS, unpublished report to the StT 
Consortium

•
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Lessons Learnt 

Voluntary LIS’s must be advisor-led, with the number of advisors employed on the project •
being sufficient for the number of landowners being engaged.  
It has been widely acknowledged, both by landowners involved in the Scheme, and in 
the LIS Process Evaluation, that non-regulatory farm advisors/project officers were key to 
the success of the LIS in several ways. They were assigned a landowner following the initial 
expression of interest and they were able to: 

Be the main point of contact from the application stage through to payment 1
of the claim 
Be the public face of the LIS which built trust in the Scheme 2
Educate around the location of the WTW and the impact of farming practices 3
on water quality upstream of the water supply intake 
Enhance the impact of the LIS by ensuring appropriate measures were applied 4
and sited in the correct locations 
Support landowners through the LIS process 5
Offer additional advice and support to landowners, including sharing and 6
exchanging knowledge and learning. 

 
The farm advisors/project officers/farm advisors should be employed and managed by •
one non-regulatory organisation.   
In the Derg LIS the farm advisors/project officers were employed across two different 
organisations which led to complexities around line management, accountability, 
responsibility (organisational and individual), progress reporting and data sharing. 
 
The farm advisors/project officers/farm advisors need to be flexible in their approach to •
working with landowners, willing to work unsociable hours to suit the landowner. 
Farmers don’t always phone back if they can’t get hold off people on the first one or two 
calls and they quickly lose trust in a scheme if they don’t get a response. 
 

2.2.5. Scheme Duration 
The pilot LIS was originally planned to run for two years, from the end of July 2018 to the end of 
July 2020. However, with the slow start to the scheme the full budget was not spent by the latter 
date and the scheme was extended to the end of December 2020. To ensure all the funding 
was allocated, landowners who had expressed an interest in the scheme and who had received 
a WEMP were all written to and asked to submit an application before the end of 2020 if they 
wanted to secure their funding. This resulted in a significant number of applications in autumn 
2020. This resulted in the budget being fully allocated to farms but unfortunately meant that a 
number of farm businesses were unsuccessful in securing grant and were added to a waiting 
list. 
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Lessons Learnt 

Setting clear ‘staged’ closing dates for applications to be submitted would increase the •
uptake in the initial phases of an LIS.  
Whilst the rolling application window in the LIS had its advantages (e.g. no bottlenecking 
of applications and the opportunity for landowners to engage with the LIS at a time that 
suited them and their farm operation), the lack of deadlines translated into a lack of 
urgency, resulting in landowner uptake of the LIS being slow in the first 12 months of the 
scheme and landowners then taking their time to implement measures and utilise grant 
offers.  
 
Setting clear ‘completion’ dates would encourage swifter installation of measures and a •
faster realisation of water quality benefits.  
In at least two cases in the LIS, more than 24 months passed between the initial 
application and the final claim.  This presented budgetary management issues, with funds 
having to be ring-fenced for long periods of time with the inherent risk that the funds may 
not be utilised and the LIS having no ‘time’ to then reallocate these funds. Swifter 
installation of measures could be achieved by setting clear completion dates for works 
and final claims after the issue of the Letter of Award, e.g., completion by six months after 
the award letter was issued. This could be further enhanced by introducing staged check-
in dates on the progress of a farm project, to be made by the landowner to their 
designated project officer. 
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3.0. PROMOTING THE LIS 

3.1. Branding the LIS 
The project consortium considered the marketing of both the StT project and its pilot LIS.  

One of the key considerations was how critical the public’s perception of the project partners 
would be to public buy-in to the project and the LIS.  

It was decided that, to avoid any prejudices or pre-conceived ideas about the project partners, 
the project would develop a unique brand identity (i.e. Source to Tap logo, look and feel) and 
that the pilot LIS would sit within this branding structure (i.e. Farming for Water). 

The LIS itself was called and promoted as the ‘Land Incentive Scheme’ which was later found to 
cause some problems in the promotion of the LIS to the farming community.  The farm 
advisors/project officers often found themselves having to explain to landowners what the term 
meant. In some cases, it was felt by the farm advisors/project officers that the name ‘Source to 
Tap Land Incentive Scheme’ inhibited uptake as landowners were unaware or unsure of its 
relevance to them. 

 

Lessons Learnt 

Whilst the project brand, Source to Tap, was successful and became easily recognisable •
to the public, the term ‘Land Incentive Scheme’ did not sit well with the farming 
community. 
The name of a LIS should be thought of as one of the key marketing tools of the scheme. 
It should be accessible, understandable, and recognisable.  Good examples of this exists 
in other LIS’s including Northern Ireland’s Department for Agriculture, Environment and 
Rural Affairs’ (DAERA) ‘Environmental Farming Scheme’ or Ballinderry Rivers Trust’s ‘Water-
friendly Farming Scheme’. The name needs to ‘do what it says on the tin’, so to speak, 
although it should also be different enough from other existing schemes so as not to cause 
confusion.    
 

3.2. Launching the LIS 
The LIS was launched in July 201813 at a public event in Castlederg, the largest town in the River 
Derg catchment.  

The event was supported by the Ulster Farmers Union (UFU), Northern Ireland Agricultural 
Producers Association (NIAPA) and the Donegal branch of the Irish Farmers’ Association (IFA) 
providing credibility to this new and little-known project to the farming community in the area.   

The event was supported by print, digital and radio advertising, reaching as wide an audience 
as possible. As no list of landowner contact details was available, prior to the launch, LIS leaflets 
and invites to the launch event were hand delivered to 400 houses in the eligible area and a 
further 400 leaflets were left in local Agri-stores, UFU local office and the nearby agricultural Mart. 
In total 84 landowners attended the event and 45 completed an expression of interest form 
requesting further details from the farm advisors/project officers on the night of the launch. 

13 See Source to Tap Cost-benefit Analysis Report for more detail at 
https://www.sourcetotap.eu/updates/report-library/

https://www.sourcetotap.eu/updates/report-library/
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The time, effort and resources invested in the promotion and launch of the LIS was considerable 
and was an insight to the way in which communication with the farming community needed to 
continue throughout the duration of the pilot LIS. 

 
Lessons Learnt 

Do not underestimate how much time, effort and resource will be required to promote •
and launch a LIS 
At the time of launching the LIS the project did not have a dedicated communications 
officer. Nor did it have the contact details of landowners in the LIS target area (See section 
2.1). This made it very difficult to contact the target audience and resulted in significant 
investment in time and effort by the farm advisors/project officers to spread the word 
about the LIS. 
Do not assume all landowners are local to the area •
It also emerged later in the LIS that land in the Derg catchment was owned by landowners 
who resided outside the area, sometimes in other counties and in two cases in other 
countries. They were therefore not reached by leaflet drops and, in some cases, even via 
radio and print information. These people were eventually identified and tracked down 
through speaking with neighbours, however, again, this was time and resource intensive. 

 
3.3. Ongoing promotion of the LIS 
The way in which the farming community encounter and consume information is key to the 
success of engagement with the farming community. In the StT LIS eligible area and the wider 
project area, rural broadband was poor, internet utilisation and literacy were low, and most 
people relied on traditional media (i.e. newspaper, printed media and radio) and word-of-
mouth. The farming community were often of an older generation with many part time farmers 
and this demographic shaped the way in which the project communicated with its stakeholders 
in the catchment.   

Throughout the duration of the LIS (July 2018 to December 2022), the project relied heavily on 
printed posters and leaflets to spread the word about the pilot LIS. These were typically left in 
places where landowners would encounter them (e.g. local agricultural supply stores), 
church/chapel bulletins, national farming press and local general press, text messages through 
the Ulster Farmers Union, local events in the LIS area (i.e. LIS surgeries, weed-wiping demonstration 
days, a WTW’s open day and community talks), agricultural and county shows outside but near 
the eligible LIS area and via prominent and trusted local business people and landowners. Social 
media was also used but with limited success in reaching the intended audience due to the 
limitations in internet usage and the demography of the farming community described above. 

Bespoke promotional and communications resources were also devised to support the pilot LIS, 
including a 12-page glossy LIS brochure, highlighting the benefits of the scheme to both the 
environment and the farm business and a LIS Handbook outlining the LIS process and detailed 
specifications for all the measures on offer.    
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Throughout the duration of the LIS, radio and newspaper adverts appeared to be the most 
effective way of catching landowners’ attention. 

3.4. The importance of pioneer landowners in promoting the LIS and dispelling adverse 
publicity 
Initially the project alone promoted the LIS and its non-regulatory, confidential approach, but 
landowners were generally sceptical about what the project was and how the LIS worked.  

Farm advisors/project officers reported landowners saying that ‘there must be a catch to this’, 
not believing that they would get free advice and the potential for 100% funding for measures 
on the farm – it seemed too good to be true. 

Rumours also emerged amongst the farming community about the veracity and reliability of the 
LIS which began to erode the credibility of the scheme.  

It became apparent that the project needed to quickly get a landowner to complete all their 
work, get reimbursed for it and then speak in their own words about the LIS. One such farmer 
obliged and provided a testimonial of how the scheme had benefited him and his farm business 
(others would later follow). This proved incredibly powerful in building confidence in the LIS, as 
local landowners were more trusting of another local farmer than of a project promoting itself. 

Lessons Learnt 

Having a demonstration farm early in the delivery of the LIS may help promote the LIS and•
avoid unnecessary adverse publicity through rumours
Taking a landowner through the whole process of the LIS and then encouraging them to
advocate for the LIS would help to demonstrate to other landowners that the LIS is
legitimate, reliable and works for them as well as for the environment.

3.5. Promoting the LIS and knowledge transfer through on-farm events 
During the LIS, five Rush Control Demonstration Events were held (summer 2019, autumn 2020 
and summer 202114). Three of these events were held in carparks and following social distancing 
rules as they took place during the Covid-19 pandemic. The other 2 events were held on a farm 
with demonstration plots. An expert walked the attendees around the plots and explained the 
benefits of weed wiping and topping for rush control.  

The events helped to overcome some of the scepticism that landowners held about weed-
wiping which was unfamiliar to them and allowed them to physically observe whether it would 
be as good at killing the rushes as the boom spraying that they were so used to.  

By being able to demonstrate the effectiveness and benefits of weed-wiping to both the 
environment and the farm business the project was able to increase uptake of weed-wiping 
within the LIS.  

14 In 2020 and 2021, the projects Rush Control Demonstration events had to be delivered in line with Covid-19 
restrictions e.g. limited numbers, timed events, social distancing and hygiene measures in place.

•
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3.6. Managing expectations and disputes in the LIS 
The StT project’s pilot LIS encountered a few unsatisfied customers, either because of the service 
they received through the LIS, the relationship between the landowner and contractor or the 
perception that some landowners were not getting as much out of the LIS as others.  The Derg 
LIS had no agreed or advertised complaints and appeals procedure, which meant that the 
project team had to deal with each issue in the best way it could and within the policies of the 
organisations involved. As a multi-disciplinary project consortium, with multiple partners, this 
resulted in an inefficient method of dealing with unsatisfied customers.   

Lessons Learnt 

Have an agreed and advertised Complaints and Appeals Procedure that clearly sets out•
how customers of the LIS can make a complaint or appeal a decision, what they can
expect from the LIS and what the LIS would expect from the complainant.

•
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4.0. WIDER LIS STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Wider stakeholder engagement for the LIS was identified very early on in the conceptualisation 
and design of the StT project, as being essential to the success of a scheme of this nature. 

Other stakeholders, apart from the landowners, included: 

Agricultural suppliers and contractors  1
Consenting statutory authorities in both Northern Ireland and Ireland 2
Funders and wider stakeholders within StT partner organisations 3
External advisors, policy makers and influencers 4

The project consortium deemed that stakeholder engagement needed to be both ongoing and 
multifaceted, ranging from one-to-one relationship building with landowners to multi-disciplinary 
engagement through formal structures such as the project External Advisory Group (EAG).  

4.1 Engagement with agricultural suppliers and contractors  
The farm advisors/project officers played a considerable and valuable role in building 
relationships with local agricultural suppliers and contractors.  

Due to the INTERREG VA procurement rules in the LIS, and the small number of contractors locally 
that could provide the services required at the scale needed to deliver the LIS, relationships and 
the expectations of contractors needed to be managed very carefully to ensure that the 
services required were available in the area. 

In the early stages of the LIS, the farm advisors/project officers spoke directly with potential local 
suppliers and contractors and shared the LIS specifications with them to ensure that they 
understood, in advance of landowners contacting them for quotes, what was required for each 
of the measures in the scheme. 

With a limited number of contractors in the area, some individuals saw the opportunity to train 
and be qualified and licensed to carry out weed-wiping. They also secured the appropriate 
equipment to undertake weed-wiping on the basis that they understood the scheme would be 
operational for at least two years. The scheme therefore had the effect of creating employment 
and increasing the number of qualified weed-wiping contractors in the local area above and 
beyond what was available previously. This creates some legacy from the project for future 
practice in the area. 

By the end of the LIS, the farm advisors/project officers had developed a good relationship with 
the local suppliers and contractors and were able to call them directly to request quotes at short 
notice to meet scheme deadlines if necessary.  

Lessons Learnt 

Early engagement with contractors was key to the successful delivery of the LIS•
Sharing the specifications for works in the LIS meant contractors were able to provide
detailed and relevant quotations and understood what was required for implementation
of each measure.
Understanding what capacity existed locally to deliver the LIS measures meant that the
project and contractors could work together to ensure that contractors could deliver the
required services.

•
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4.2. Engagement with consenting statutory authorities’  
During the delivery of the LIS, the consent and support of statutory bodies in both Northern Ireland 
and Ireland was required for the successful administration and delivery of the scheme. 

Cross-checks were required with both DAERA and DAFM to avoid double funding of interventions 
on farms that had already availed of, or had recently applied to, either the Environmental 
Farming Scheme (EFS) or GLAS respectively. 

Both Departments were engaged with by the project to devise cross-checking procedures to 
comply with their individual Data Protection Policies and data holding facilities. This was 
successfully achieved with both Departments by coming up with workable, bespoke, solutions 
to ensure that the project and the Departments were all satisfied that no double funding was, 
or could, take place.  

Furthermore, in Northern Ireland, special consent was required from the Northern Ireland 
Environment Agency (NIEA) to undertake certain works (i.e. riparian fencing) within the boundary 
of the Foyle and Tributaries Area of Special Scientific Interest (ASSI)15 and Special Area of 
Conservation (SAC)16 - an EU Natura 2000 designated site.   

Lessons Learnt 

Early engagement with consenting and licensing authorities can reduce administrative•
burden for everyone involved.
Under normal circumstances, to comply with the requirements of the designation, each
individual landowner is required to seek consent to undertake works within the boundary
of the designated site. However, due to the number of landowners that would need
consent, and within a relatively short space of time, the project was able to work with
NIEA to set out all of the actions requiring consent and the associated mitigations, allowing
NIEA to accept generic consent applications without all of the individual pieces of
supporting information normally required.
This reduced the administrative burden for both the project and NIEA and expedited the
process with which consents could be issued, allowing for swifter implementation of the
LIS. This is another bonus of the advisor led approach as individual landowners may have
been put-off by the requirement for more form filling to comply with the requirements for
a designated site.

15 https://www.daera-ni.gov.uk/publications/river-foyle-tributaries-assi ` 
16 https://www.daera-ni.gov.uk/publications/reasons-designation-special-area-conservation-river-
foyle-and-tributaries 

https://www.daera-ni.gov.uk/publications/river-foyle-tributaries-assi
https://www.daera-ni.gov.uk/publications/reasons-designation-special-area-conservation-river-foyle-and-tributaries
https://www.daera-ni.gov.uk/publications/reasons-designation-special-area-conservation-river-foyle-and-tributaries
https://www.daera-ni.gov.uk/publications/reasons-designation-special-area-conservation-river-foyle-and-tributaries
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4.3. Engagement with funders and wider staff within StT partner organisations 
In the early planning stages of StT and the initial consideration of a pilot LIS it became apparent 
that the only partner in the consortium that was constituted to distribute grant funding outside 
of its own organisation was TRT.  However, as a charity, with limited cash reserves, it did not have 
the estimated €500,000 required to cash float the LIS during the periods between funding reclaims 
from the SEUPB.  Whilst cash advances from SEUPB were an option, and were utilised, the limit on 
such advances, per project partner, meant that not enough advance funding could be secured 
to provide a sufficient headroom. 

To this end, NI Water approached its Board, its parent Department the Department for 
Infrastructure, and the Department of Finance to ask if it could provide cash advances on an 
on-going basis as and when required for TRT to be able to administer the LIS. This would prevent 
delay in reimbursing claims to landowners who had completed their works and submitted their 
claims. It was important to honour the promise to landowners that payments would be made 
promptly to continue to build the trust and reputation of the pilot. 

A robust procedure was established to manage the cash advances which secured the 
permission for the required cash advance support to be provided by NI Water. This, combined 
with the cash advances from SEUPB, and careful financial planning, allowed the LIS repayments 
to run smoothly. 

Furthermore, as the scheme progressed, SEUPB allowed for adjustments to be made to the cash 
advance repayments schedule so as not to hinder the delivery of the LIS. 

This true example of partnership working, towards a common goal, was a result of the excellent 
engagement that has been achieved between the partner organisations in StT and the wider 
stakeholders within those partner organisations. 

4.4. Engagement with external advisors, policy makers and influencers 
Even before the pilot LIS was developed, the project team consulted the farmers’ Unions to get 
advice regarding the potential scheme. This liaison with the UFU, IFA and NIAPA helped to 
achieve ‘buy in’ from the Unions that were ultimately able to support and promote the scheme 
to their members. Having their presence at the launch event greatly helped to encourage 
landowners to express an interest in the LIS. 

Early in the project, NI Water established the StT External Advisory Group (EAG) to provide an 
opportunity to seek advice and share knowledge on the project with stakeholders engaged in 
similar work. The EAG comprised many of those individuals and organisations that were consulted 
by ADAS in the design of the LIS. 

During the pilot LIS, the EAG has provided invaluable expert opinions and guidance on all 
aspects of the scheme. This collective knowledge has helped to promote and inform the delivery 
of the scheme, as well as providing valuable learning for the EAG members as they shape the 
future policy of agriculture and the environment in Northern Ireland and Ireland. 

Lessons Learnt 

Local landowners should be central to designing the prescription of measures that will•
address the water quality pressures in hand, building trust from the concept stage of the
LIS through to implementation. It will also avoid over-complicating the prescription of LIS

measures available and allow landowners to ‘own’ the solutions.

•
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5.0. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PILOT LIS 

5.1. Rate of uptake on the LIS 
The scheme was originally launched on 28th July 2018, but delays in agreeing the claims and 
payment procedure with SEUPB, and complications following the introduction of new General 
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in May 2018, meant that it took a few months before the first 
applicants were received.  In terms of the actual installation of interventions on the ground, there 
were two farms weed-wiped in September 2019. It wasn’t until autumn 2019 however that the 
bulk of the applications to the scheme were received, which meant it was April 2020 when the 
installation of interventions started in earnest. Landowners might have perhaps started slightly 
earlier than that but for the wettest February on record in the Castlederg area in 2020. Over time, 
as landowners saw some farmers benefitting from interventions on the ground and heard that 
they were being reimbursed quickly, more landowners started engaging with the scheme. 

Later in the LIS, the onset of the Covid -19 pandemic at the end of March 2022 provided further 
complications to work getting underway.  

Summary of LIS uptake: 

Expressions of Interest: By the end of December 2021, 255 landowners had engaged with•
and expressed an interest in the Source to Tap (StT) pilot Land Incentive Scheme (LIS).
Farms Surveyed: In total, 236 whole farm business were surveyed by farm advisors/project•
officers, with over 1700 individual pressures, or potential pressures, contributing to the issues
of colour, turbidity and MCPA loss to watercourses, identified (averaging 47 issues per farm
business).
Water and Environment Management Plan produced: Of the 236 farm businesses•
surveyed, 223 received a Water and Environment Management Plan (WEMP). Those that
didn’t receive a WEMP were outside of the LIS eligible area.
LIS application received: In total 127 applications were received and 118 were approved•
for funding to a total value of €1,16M (averaging € 9.8K per farm business).

Lessons Learnt 

It takes time to build trust with a community and this needs to be factored into the•
development of an LIS.
With the exception of a brief presence by NI Water via an awareness raising campaign
about MCPA and rush control, none of the other partners had had presence in the River
Derg catchment prior to the project and Source to Tap was a new and unknown entity.
It took considerable time to raise awareness about the project and then the LIS and, as
previously discussed, scepticism and rumour about the project had to be addressed.
Sufficient time and resources should be allocated to awareness raising and trust building
prior to the launch of any grant scheme in a new area, particularly if there is not a
demographic who are engaged on social media.

•
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5.2. Uptake of measures/interventions in the LIS 
In line with the primary objective to substitute MCPA with glyphosate through weed-wiping, 67.8% 
of applications contained weed-wiping as an intervention on the farm (Figure 3), with 1,616 hours 
of weed-wiping undertaken over two seasons (2020 and 2021). 

A second year of weed-wiping was undertaken by 29% of applicants in 2021. 

Figure 3: Take up of measures as a percentage of LIS applications 

Furthermore, 64% applications included installation of a new pesticide storage unit (Figure 3), 
reducing the risk of accidental spills. It was recognised that this was an easy and relatively 
inexpensive solution to prevent spillages of chemicals on farms and was included as a 
recommendation for 78 of the 120 farms involved in the LIS. A decision was made to recommend 
the larger sized pesticide storage unit (i.e., double-door, three-shelf free-standing cupboard 
rather than single door one-shelf table-top unit) given the numbers of chemical containers found 
on farms and it meant empty containers could also be safely stored away until disposal. 

In addition to weed-wiping and better storage of herbicides, over 55 kilometres of stock exclusion 
fencing was erected along the River Derg and its tributaries, 35 farm tracks were resurfaced, 
and 20 clean/dirty water separation projects were undertaken on farmyards; as well as many 
other interventions designed to reduce colour and turbidity in local watercourses. 

Given that weed-wiping and associated rush topping achieved a 24% reduction in MCPA 
concentrations and 40% in loads in raw river water, these actions accounted for just 10% of the 
overall budget (~€116,000 of the €1.16m budget) (Figure 4). 

Livestock exclusion fencing along watercourses which contributed to reduced turbidity in the 
River Derg accounted for 49% of the budget (~€568,400 of the €1.16m budget) (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Cost of interventions as a percentage of total LIS budget 

In the pilot LIS, seven of the seventeen available measures (41%) were never taken up by any of 
the 118 landowners involved in the scheme. Reasons cited, for not applying for measures such 
as installation of a pesticide loading and wash down area, biobeds and biofilters, was that they 
were too large, not necessary or that it wasn’t possible to get guidance from the regulatory 
agency in how to obtain permission to install them. Unfortunately, no farmers were interested in 
applying for funding for peat restoration measures, including drain blocking, because they 
weren’t considered supportive of agricultural productivity and no payment recognition was 
provided for income foregone. 

Farmer Innovation projects appeared on 14% of the applications and accounted for only 3% of 
the LIS budget, suggesting that it is beneficial for landowners be able to come up with unique 
solutions to unique issues on the farm, outside the prescriptive measures of an LIS. Such measures 
included farm/storm water separation (that didn’t fall under our clean and dirty water separation 
option) and cattle/sheep crossing points on heavily drained land, where fencing would be 
unfeasible and/or costly.  

Finally, as well as the physical measures installed and interventions undertaken on 118 farms, 236 
farm businesses had the opportunity to learn that they farmed in a drinking water catchment 
and that their land management practices could have a direct impact on the water quality of 
the Derg drinking water catchment. During the farm visits, the farm advisors/project officers were 
able to discuss the importance of protecting these precious drinking water resources. At the time 
that the pilot LIS closed for new applicants in December 2020, there remained 19 landowners 
on a waiting list who would have liked to have availed of funding under the Scheme.    
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Lessons Learnt 

Landowners’ decisions on investments around the farm are driven primarily by economic•
advantage to the farm business and not environmental priorities
In the pilot LIS landowners were generally more interested in fencing than in weed-wiping, 
with at least two landowners pulling out of the LIS because they would have had to have 
done weed-wiping and received a pesticide storage unit before doing any fencing work.  
This interest is largely because of the cost of fencing and the visible benefit it brings to the 
farm business.  
Demonstrating the cost-benefit for the farm business of less familiar land management 
practices such as weed-wiping can help to show the landowner that doing weed-wiping 
would save them time and money, increasing the attractiveness of such measures rather 
than those they are more familiar with. 
When incentivised to do work on the farm, landowners will sometimes do more themselves•
On several farms involved in the LIS, landowners went on to do more work to benefit the
environment using their own resources, including installing more drinkers, or doing
additional fencing. It seemed to spur them on to make further improvements to benefit
the environment and they were proud of the work they were doing.
Some landowners have told us that they will continue to weed-wipe after the LIS, without
any grant support.
Co-design of LIS measures with landowners may avoid measures not being taken up and•
improve uptake of the LIS generally
Local landowners should be central to designing the prescription of measures that will
address the water quality pressures in hand, but these should also be practical and
implementable at the farm scale.  This will avoid over-complicating the prescription of LIS
measures available and allow landowners to ‘own’ the solutions.
In taking this approach, trust is built from the outset (we are in this together), local
landowners opinions are truly valued, landowners understand why they are being asked
to make changes on the farm, the project understands the limitations on the landowner,
relationships form early on before the LIS is launched and landowners are more likely to
engage with the LIS that they have helped design (i.e. this has been designed especially
for us!).
Similarly, discussions between landowners and regulatory agencies should be facilitated
in the design of LIS measures so that full consideration can be given to the statutory
opportunities and constraints.
Scheme measures need to be as flexible as possible to allow effective implementation•
and maximise water quality protection.
Adaptations were required to some measures to ensure that water quality benefits would
be realised over as long a period as possible. For example, on one farm, post and wire
fencing was damaged due to flooding debris causing the fence to collapse. Our solution
was to install sections of removable electric fencing that could be removed during winter
when flooding was most likely, extending the life of the fencing and maximising the water
quality benefit.

•

•

•

•
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5.3. Before and after photos of measures/interventions in the LIS 

Plate 1a: Unfenced stream   Plate 1b: Stock-proof post & wire fencing 

Plate 2a: Unfenced stream        Plate 2b: Stock-proof Clipex fencing 
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Plate 3a: Cattle access point Plate 3b: Pasture pump with hard standing 

Plate 4a: Cattle access point      Plate 4b: Solar pump supplying troughs 
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Plate 5a: Uncontrolled cattle crossing       Plate 5b: Controlled crossing point 

 

    

Plate 6a: Unsurfaced yard   Plate 6b: Surfaced yard 
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Plate 7a: Roofing with no gutters   Plate 7b: Guttering and spouting 

Plate 8a: Unsurfaced farm track   Plate 8b: Surfaced farm track 
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Plate 9a: Rush infestation in field   Plate 9b: Topped rushes 

 

    

Plate 10a: Untreated rush   Plate 10b: Weed-wiped rush 
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Plate 11a: Poorly stored chemicals Plate 11b: Pesticide Storage Unit
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6.0. Summary of Water Quality Results 
 

The StT pilot LIS has demonstrated that it is possible to make a real difference in raw water quality 
by changing behaviour and raising awareness of the water treatment issues in a catchment to 
the farming community. 

At the conclusion of StT, the implementation of this catchment-based project had achieved 
MCPA reductions in river water of up to 24% in concentrations, and 40% in loads, by substituting 
boom spraying of MCPA with weed-wiping across less than 3% of the catchment area (Cassidy 
et al, 2022).  Decreasing trends in turbidity were also detected in the River Derg, attributed to 
measures such as livestock exclusion fencing to prevent erosion (Farrow et al, 2022). 

Through the enhanced monitoring in place in the Derg and Finn catchments, new insights into 
MCPA herbicide dynamics in river systems were achieved, revealing that over 70% of annual 
losses occur during short-lived storm events, and that MCPA persists in the system year-round. 

A cost-benefit analysis calculated that for every £1 invested through the Source to Tap Project 
there will be £3.36 worth of benefits, over a 30-year period, through reduced water treatment 
costs and improved catchment ecosystem services (Glass et al, 2022). 
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7.0. CONCLUSION 

The pilot Land Incentive Scheme trialled in the River Derg catchment has provided much 
information on the delivery of measures to improve water quality at a farm scale.  

Although highly successful in achieving its aims, the learning points from the Source to Tap LIS 
could be used to enhance the effectiveness, impact, and efficiency of a similar schemes being 
implemented or planned elsewhere on the island of Ireland and further afield.  

This report provides a technical overview of the pilot Land Incentive Scheme including, how it 
was designed, how it was implemented, and the key lessons learned from planning and 
implementing the LIS. 

Key findings include:  

Voluntary LIS’s must be advisor-led, with the number of advisors employed on the project•
being sufficient for the number of landowners being engaged.
The farm advisors/project officers/farm advisors need to be flexible in their approach to•
working with landowners, willing to work unsociable hours to suit the landowner.
Consideration should be given to sources of finance that won’t adversely restrict the LIS’s•
ability to deliver practical and cost-effective methods to addressing the sources of the
water quality pressures
To simplify the application and administration process and manage budgets,•
standardised/unit costs for items should be adopted where possible.
Setting clear ‘staged’ closing dates for applications to be submitted, with decreasing•
budgets, would increase the uptake in the initial phases of an LIS.
Setting clear ‘completion’ dates would encourage swifter installation of measures and a•
faster realisation of water quality benefits.
Whilst the project brand, Source to Tap, was successful and became easily recognisable•
to the public, the term ‘Land Incentive Scheme’ did not sit well with the farming
community.
Do not underestimate how much time, effort and resource will be required to promote•
and launch a LIS
Having a demonstration farm early in the delivery of the LIS may help promote the LIS and•
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avoid unnecessary adverse publicity through rumours 
Early engagement with contractors was key to the successful delivery of the LIS •
Local landowners should be central to designing the prescription of measures that will •
address the water quality pressures in hand 
It takes time to build trust with a community and this needs to be factored into the •
development of an LIS. 
Landowners’ decisions on investments around the farm are driven primarily by economic •
advantage to the farm business and not environmental priorities 
When incentivised to do work on the farm, landowners will sometimes do more themselves •
Co-design of LIS measures with landowners may avoid measures not being taken up and •
improve uptake of the LIS generally 
Scheme measures need to be as flexible as possible to allow effective implementation •
and maximise water quality protection.  

For further information visit www.sourcetotap.eu  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sourcetotap.eu
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APPENDIX 1 – SOURCE TO TAP CONSORTIUM 
 

The Source to Tap Project Consortium 

NI Water is a Government Owned Company, set up to provide the water and sewerage services 
in Northern Ireland. It supplies around 840,000 customers with approximately 560 million litres of 
good quality drinking water every day. As the Lead Partner it provided delivery and financial 
management on the project through a Project Manager and a Finance Manager and support 
staff across the organisation. 

Irish Water is the national water utility in Ireland with responsibility for all public water and 
wastewater services, including maintenance and management of the water networks and the 
delivery of water and wastewater capital investment programmes. As a project partner it 
supported the delivery of the pilot Land Incentive Scheme, as well as community engagement 
and citizen science aspects of the project through a dedicated Project Officer. 

AFBI is the main scientific advisor to government in Northern Ireland carrying out high level 
technology research and development, statutory, analytical & diagnostic testing and 
consultancy work for Government and commercial companies globally. As a project partner it 
led on the delivery of the monitoring and analysis of the impact of the pilot Land Incentive 
Scheme (LIS) and the cost benefit analysis work on the LIS and community engagement aspects 
of the project. 

East Border Region is a Local Authority-led cross-border network that promotes innovative, cross-
border economic development in agriculture, industry, commerce and tourism, to improve the 
living conditions and employment prospects of those living in the region. As a project partner it 
provided support on the financial and non-financial management aspects of the project. 

The Rivers Trust is an environmental NGO and the umbrella body for the rivers trust movement in 
England, Wales, Northern Ireland and Ireland. It works locally, with rivers trusts, to restore and 
protect rivers for the benefit of the community and environment. As a project partner it led on 
the implementation of the pilot Land Incentive Scheme, as well as community engagement and 
citizen science aspects of the project, through two dedicated farm advisors/project officers and 
support staff from across the organisation. 

Ulster University as an international reputation for excellence and innovation, making a major 
contribution to Northern Ireland’s economic, social, and cultural development through teaching 
& learning, widening access to education, research & innovation and technology & knowledge 
transfer. As a project partner it led on the monitoring of the peat and forestry pilot projects and 
provided expertise and analysis on the water quality monitoring elements of the pilot Land 
Incentive Scheme. 
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APPENDIX 2 – LIS APPLICATION FORM
The downloadable version of the StT LIS Application Form can be accessed on the project 
website by clicking here 

APPENDIX 3 – LIS FINANCE SYSTEM
The downloadable version of the spreadsheet can be accessed on the project  
website by clicking here  

https://www.sourcetotap.eu/water-professionals-land-managers/farming-for-water/
https://www.sourcetotap.eu/water-professionals-land-managers/farming-for-water/
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APPENDIX 4 – LETTER OF OFFER 
The downloadable version of the StT LIS Letter of Offer can be accessed on the project website 
by clicking here 

[LANDOWNER’S NAME] 

[ADDRESS] 

[DATE] 

Dear [NAME]  

Source to Tap Pilot Land Incentive Scheme (the Scheme) – Application for funding 

Thank you for your recent application for funding under the Source to Tap Scheme for work to 
be carried out on your farm. We are delighted to inform you that your application has been 
successful.   

Funding for your farm is being provided through the European Union’s INTERREG VA programme, 
managed by the Special EU Programmes Body, and through the Department of Agriculture, 
Environment and Rural Affairs in Northern Ireland and the Department of Housing, Planning and 
Local Government in Ireland. 

The next step is for you to sign both copies of the enclosed Agreement Note (STT5), keep one 
copy safely as your record and return the other copy to us. 

Your offer of funding is valid for 14 working days from the date of this letter.  Your signed copy of 
the Agreement Note (STT5) should be returned to us within this timeframe.  If you are unable to 
do so for any reason, please contact your Source to Tap Project Officer directly to agree a way 
forward. 

Once we have received your signed Agreement Note and (if applicable) the copy signed by 
your conacre farmer or tenant farmer (as the case may be), we will send you a Permission to 
Start letter. (If you have provided details of a conacre farmer or tenant farmer on your 
Application Form, you will also need to get them to sign these Agreement Notes).  

Once you receive the Permission to Start letter, you should go ahead with getting the work done 
in accordance with your Agreement.  Please do not start the work until you have received your 
Permission to Start letter. 

If you have any queries or require any further information about your application, please do not 
hesitate to contact me on [insert PO Mobile number] 

Yours sincerely 

……………………….. 

[NAME & POSITION] 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

https://www.sourcetotap.eu/water-professionals-land-managers/farming-for-water/
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APPENDIX 5 – LIS AGREEMENT NOTE 

The downloadable version of the StT LIS Agreement Note can be accessed on the project 
website by clicking here 

Source to Tap Pilot Land Incentive Scheme  

Agreement Note (STT5) 
 

For office use

Source to Tap 
Scheme Unique Case 
Reference Number:

…………………. Insert unique reference for this 
contract

Party 1: The Rivers Trust, a private 
company limited by guarantee 
which is incorporated and 
registered in England and Wales 
with company number 05136671 
and is a charity registered in 
England and Wales with number 
1107144, whose registered office 
is Rain-Charm House, Kyl Cober 
Parc, Stoke Climsland, Callington, 
Cornwall PL17 8PH, UK  

(The Rivers Trust or RT)
Party 2: …………………   

……………….. 

……………….. 

……………….. 

………………. 

………………… 

 

 

the Landowner

Insert name & address of 
Landowner  (if an individual) or 
name, company type, place of 
registration, company number & 
registered office (if a company)

Party 3 (Conacre 
farmer or tenant 
farmer) 

(if applicable):

…………………..  

………………….. 

………………….. 

 

If applicable, insert name and 
address of conacre farmer or 
tenant farmer (if an individual) or 
name, company type, place of 
registration, company number & 
registered office (if a company)    

https://www.sourcetotap.eu/water-professionals-land-managers/farming-for-water/
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This Agreement between The Rivers Trust and the Landowner and (if applicable) the conacre farmer or 
tenant farmer is formed by the following documents: 

the Source to Tap Agreement Note (STT5) (ie this document) •
the Source to Tap Scheme Terms & Conditions (STT4) •
the Source to Tap Application Form (STT3) •
the Source to Tap Water Environment Management Plan (STT2) •
the Source to Tap Handbook (STT1). •

 
If there is any inconsistency between these documents, the order in which the documents prevail over 
each other is the order in which they are listed above. 
 
Each Party agrees to perform its obligations under the Agreement and shall have the rights and powers 
set out in the Agreement.  
 
(If applicable). The conacre farmer or tenant farmer (as applicable) acknowledges that the benefits 
which the Landowner is entitled to receive under the Agreement are of benefit to the conacre farmer or 
tenant farmer (as applicable) too and accordingly there is appropriate consideration for the conacre 
farmer or tenant farmer’s obligations under the Agreement. 
 
All warranties and undertakings which may have been given by the Landowner during the application 
process are repeated as of the date of this Agreement. 

  Farm address: ……………………  

………………….. 

………………….. 

 

(the Farm)

Insert address of land at which the 
work will be carried out

  Agreement date: The date of this Agreement is the 
date on which it is signed by The 
Rivers Trust (Agreement Date)

  Work approved: The items selected in the 
Landowner’s Source to Tap 
Application Form (STT3)

Amend if approval given was not 
all items selected in the form

 Maximum 
 reimbursable    
 expenditure 
approved:

The total of the Scheme 
contribution noted in the 
Landowner’s Application Form 
(STT3)

Amend if the expenditure which is 
reimbursable under the Source to 
Tap Scheme is not as set out in the 
form

  
Variations (if any) from    
 the Source to Tap  
 Application Form 
(STT3)

…………………………… Insert here a full description of any 
changes from what was included 
in the Source to Tap Application 
Form (STT3) which the Source to 
Tap Project Officer may have 
agreed with the Landowner
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The Landowner and, if applicable, the conacre farmer or tenant farmer acknowledge and agree that 
they have read carefully each of the above-mentioned documents and, in particular, have taken note 
of the provisions in the Source to Tap Scheme Terms & Conditions concerning the use and sharing of data 
and information, including their own personal data, and consent to such use.  

Landowner: o please tick

Conacre farmer/tenant farmer: o please tick

Signed for and on behalf of  
THE RIVERS TRUST by  
[print full name] 

on:

....................................... 
Director 

…………………… 2018

[Landowner. amend if not an individual.]  
Signed by  
[print full name] 

....................................... 

....................................... 

[Conacre farmer/tenant farmer; amend if 
not an individual.] 
Signed by: 
[print full name] 

............................................. 
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APPENDIX 6 – LIS TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

The downloadable version of the StT LIS Terms and Conditions can be accessed on the project 
website by clicking here  

Terms and Conditions 

The Source to Tap Pilot Land Incentive Scheme 

Scheme Terms & Conditions (STT4 

1. Scheme Terms & Conditions 

The definitions and interpretation provisions in Schedule 1 apply to these Scheme Terms & 
Conditions and to the other documents which form your Agreement and also to the ancillary 
documents (claim form, etc) 

2.  Source to Tap Agreement 

If your application is successful, your Source to Tap Agreement will be formed of a number of 
documents. They are: 

the Source to Tap Agreement Note (STT5) (sent out with notification of successful •
applications) 
the Source to Tap Scheme Terms & Conditions (STT4) (ie this document) •
the Source to Tap Application Form (STT3) •
the Source to Tap Water Environment Management Plan (also called the WEMP) (STT2) •
the Source to Tap Handbook (STT1). •

If there is any inconsistency between any of these documents, the order in which the documents 
prevail over each other is the order in which they are listed above. 

3. Eligibility 

The criteria for eligibility for grant funding under the Scheme include the following: 

You must be the owner of the freehold of Your Farm. 

If you sell or otherwise transfer ownership of the land during the Term of the Scheme Agreement 
(7 years unless terminated earlier – see clause 13 Term, breach and termination), you must ensure 
that the new owner agrees in writing with both you and us to take over your obligations under 
the Agreement (see clause 8 Changes of ownership, tenancy, etc of Your Farm). 

If you have a conacre arrangement in place when you sign your Application Form, the conacre 
farmer will also need to sign both the Application Form and, if your application is successful, the 
Source to Tap Agreement Note.  It will be your responsibility to ensure that current and future 
conacre farmers during the Term of the Agreement do not do or omit to do anything which 
might cause you to be in breach of your obligations under the Agreement (see clause 5 Your 
responsibilities). 

https://www.sourcetotap.eu/water-professionals-land-managers/farming-for-water/
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If you rent out some or all of the land, the tenant farmer must also sign both the Application Form 
and, if your application is successful, the Source to Tap Agreement Note.  It will be your 
responsibility to ensure that current and future tenant farmers during the Term of the Agreement 
do not do or omit to do anything which might cause you to be in breach of your obligations 
under the Agreement (see clause 5 Your responsibilities). 

Funding will only be provided for actions which are expected to improve the quality of river 
water that is abstracted for drinking water purposes; 

You may make more than one application up to an aggregate limit of £20,000/€23,000 (currency 
depending on whether the larger part of Your Farm is in Northern Ireland (£stg) or Ireland (€ Euro)); 

Actions that are associated with regulatory compliance are not eligible for funding; 

The Scheme will not pay for capital works that are already underway prior to an application 
being made. 

If you do not have a Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs (DAERA) or 
Department of Agriculture, Food & the Marine (DAFM) number, you will need to apply to get 
such a number from DAERA or DAFM (as the case may be) before making an application under 
the Scheme. 

4.  Landowner’s declarations 

You confirm that: 

the declarations made in the Application Form are and remain true and accurate to the •
best of your knowledge and belief and that your application is consistent with the eligibility 
criteria noted in the Source to Tap Handbook and/or these Scheme Terms & Conditions; 
you have full capacity and authority to enter into the Agreement; •
you are not aware of any circumstances which would prevent you from fulfilling your •
obligations under the Agreement; 
if you have a tenant farming all or part of Your Farm, entering into the Agreement will not •
be a breach of the tenancy agreement; 
if there are any changes to your circumstances which could affect your eligibility or •
suitability for a grant under the Source to Tap Scheme, or the declarations you made in 
the Application Form, or your ability to fulfil your obligations under the Agreement, you 
will notify us in writing without delay; 
you have read and understood and will comply with the provisions of the Source to Tap •
Handbook which apply to farmers applying for/receiving grants under the Scheme; 
you or (where applicable) your Sub-Farmer have/has not received and will not receive •
any duplicate funding or allowances from other public sources in respect of the same 
obligations you are required to undertake under the Agreement; 
your obligations under the Agreement do not duplicate and will not duplicate any other •
legal obligations you or (where applicable) your Sub-Farmer would otherwise be required 
to undertake; 
your obligations under the Agreement do not and will not conflict in whole or in part with •
any other legal or contractual obligations on you; and 
you will at all times comply with all relevant domestic and EU legislation in the •
performance of your obligations under the Agreement. 
if you have selected an action funded under de minimis regulations, as stated in STT1, you •
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have declared any other public funded payments you have received under de minimis 
state aid regulations within the current and previous 2 fiscal years of the date of 
application. 

You confirm that you have obtained and will maintain and comply with any permits, licences, 
permissions, consents, approvals, certificates and authorisations (whether statutory or otherwise) 
which are required for the performance of your obligations under the Agreement. 

You understand that the giving of any approval, consent or acknowledgement, or the review of 
any document or course of action by or on behalf of The Rivers Trust does not relieve you of any 
of your obligations under the Agreement unless expressly permitted in writing by The Rivers Trust. 

You understand that knowingly or recklessly providing false or misleading information or 
obstructing us or our agents on site visits or making proper enquiries in connection with the 
Agreement may be a breach of this Agreement. 

You must make your own enquiries as to the accuracy and adequacy of any information on 
which you rely in connection with the Agreement. 

5. Your responsibilities

In applying for and receiving grants under the Scheme, you agree to comply with these terms 
and conditions and with those contained in the other components of the Agreement. 

You will ensure that: 

the Source to Tap Scheme Works are carried out:•
in a timely manner after you have been notified that Your Application has been•
approved; and
in accordance with the Specifications;•
the contractors and suppliers carrying out the Source to Tap Scheme Works are paid in•
full by BACS (or equivalent), debit card or cheque only from Your Farm’s bank account
for their work (and have no lien or other claim over the Works) before you seek
reimbursement from us;
the Source to Tap Scheme Works are maintained in accordance with the Specifications•
and generally in good order at all times throughout the Term;
you provide to us the documentation concerning price and payment which is required•
to support Your Application and claim for payment of the Source to Tap grant, which is:
(with your Application Form) the quotes or the price check information specified in the•
Source to Tap Handbook and/or your Application Form;
(with your Claim Form after the Source to Tap Scheme Works have been carried out):•
the original invoices and receipts from the contractors and/or suppliers for that Work; and•
your bank account statement(s) showing the payment(s) made from your bank account•
to the contractors and/or suppliers in settlement of the above invoices (these bank
account statements will only be viewed by a Project Officer to confirm payment from
your bank account to the contractors and/or suppliers and no copies will be taken by us;
however, you must retain a copy of the bank account statement(s) for a period of 7
years);
you have obtained any planning consents, approvals, permits or other such authorisations•
which are needed in respect of the Source to Tap Scheme Works before you submit Your
Application Form and that you provide to us, with Your Application Form, the original
documentation granting such planning consents, approvals, permits or other
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authorisations from the relevant authorities; 
you have and maintain all normal and appropriate insurances for your farm business, •
including public liability insurance that provides cover for people working on and 
accessing your land and fire, theft and damage insurance cover for the Works: you will 
promptly provide us with a copy of your insurance policies if we ask you to. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that: 

the Works will not impact on your cross-compliance responsibilities or on other schemes in •
which you may be involved; 
if pesticides are being applied, you keep livestock away from the sprayed pasture in strict •
accordance with the harvest interval on the pesticide application record; 
you deal with noxious weeds and ensure that livestock are kept away from any noxious •
weeds within the treated area for a suitable timescale; 
the Works are carried out compliantly with relevant health and safety legislation and the •
Works themselves comply with relevant environmental legislation. 

You must not sell, remove, relocate or wilfully damage the Works or any part of them or allow 
anyone else to do so. 

You must ensure that: 

current and future conacre farmers who are farming all or part of Your Land during the •
Term of the Agreement; 
current and future tenants who are farming all or part of Your Land during the Term of the •
Agreement; and 
persons coming onto Your Farm, or who are resident there, during the Term of the •
Agreement, including in particular your contractors, employees, agents, invitees and 
household members, 
do not do or omit to do anything which might cause you to be in breach of your •
obligations under the Agreement. 

 
6. Our responsibilities 

We will: 

allocate to you a Project Officer who will offer assistance with such things as: •
identifying actions for Your Farm which could meet the criteria for funding under the •
Scheme, preparing the WEMP and where deemed appropriate a Peatland Management 
Plan and a Rush Management Plan, 
preparing Your Application, •
obtaining quotes etc from potential contractors and suppliers, and •
your claim to us for reimbursement of payments to the contractors and suppliers (ie Your •
Grant); 
and who will check that all is in order for payment to you of your reimbursement claim; •
ensure that all information you or your Sub-Farmer share(s) with us in respect of your •
potential or actual participation in the Scheme is treated strictly in accordance with our 
obligations under clause 15 below (Using and sharing your information) in particular and 
the law in general; 
ensure our Project Officer, other staff and agents appointed by us, follow recommended •
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bio-security procedures when visiting Your Farm: however, if you are not satisfied with those 
procedures, you may deny them access to your land until you are satisfied that suitable 
and reasonable procedures are being adhered to; 
process your reimbursement claim(s) as promptly as reasonably possible and in any event •
within the timeframes set out in the Agreement. 

7. Site visits 

So that we can meet our obligations to you and also our oversight obligations under the Scheme, 
we and our agents will need to visit Your Farm from time to time. We will try to ensure that visits 
are on a date and time that is convenient for you, unless there is an emergency or some other 
exceptional circumstance. Subject to that, you will allow us or our agents access to Your Farm 
in connection with the Agreement and provide reasonable assistance and generally cooperate 
with us and our agents during visits, so that the visits go as smoothly and efficiently as possible, 
and you will take appropriate steps to ensure that we and our agents are able to go about our 
work on Your Farm safely. 

If we need to see any documentation, you will make these available to us and we may take 
copies. Farm advisors/project officers may take before and after photographs to show that the 
Works have been completed. 

.8 Changes of ownership, tenancy, etc of Your Farm 

You must notify us without delay if you are proposing a sale or transfer of Your Farm or any part 
of it or if there is to be any other change in management control affecting any part of Your Farm, 
including changes to any lease or tenancy, permanent boundary changes or acquisition of any 
new land. 

You acknowledge and accept that any change in ownership or management control affecting 
Your Farm may have consequences for the Source to Tap Agreement, which, in some 
circumstances, may include recovery of all or part of Your Source to Tap Grant. 

Prior to completion of any sale or other transfer of ownership of Your Farm or any part of it during 
the Term of the Agreement (7 years unless terminated earlier – see clause 13 Term, breach and 
termination), you must ensure that the new owner agrees in writing with both you and us to take 
over your obligations under the Agreement. Failure to comply with this requirement is a breach 
of the Agreement which may give rise to the actions and remedies mentioned in clause 13. 

9. Sub-Farmer 

The Sub-Farmer shall at all times ensure that it carries out its activities on Your Farm consistently 
with the Landowner’s obligations under the Source to Tap Agreement and that it does not, by 
its or its employees’, agents’, invitees’ or household members’ acts and omissions, cause the 
Landowner to be in breach of the Agreement. 

The Sub-Farmer shall allow us access to Your Farm for site visits (see clause 7 Site visits) and shall 
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co-operate with us and our agents in carrying out our responsibilities and exercising our rights 
under the Agreement. The Sub-Farmer shall promptly provide to us such information relevant to 
the Source to Tap Scheme as we or our agents may reasonably and properly request. 

If the Sub-Farmer fails to fulfil its obligations (as above) or if The Rivers Trust reasonably believes 
that it has been given false or misleading information by or on behalf of the Sub-Farmer, the 
Agreement may be terminated by The Rivers Trust and the Landowner may be required to repay 
on demand, any Source to Tap Grants paid to the Landowner under the Agreement. 

10. Monitoring and evaluation 

You acknowledge that as a condition of receiving the Source to Tap Grant you may be required 
to participate in a scheme evaluation, which may take place during the Agreement or after its 
expiry or termination. 

You understand that your contact details may be disclosed to third parties for evaluation 
purposes and you agree to assist and cooperate with any person authorised by us and/or any 
UK, Irish or EU public authority to carry out such an evaluation. 

You shall, upon request, supply any documents, information, date, reports or written or verbal 
explanations which may be required by us or by any national or EU public authority (or their 
authorised representatives) in connection with the Source to Tap Agreement or the Source to 
Tap Scheme. 

11. Reimbursement procedure (Grant claim) 

You shall submit reimbursement claims and supporting documents to us in accordance with the 
Source to Tap Agreement and in particular these Scheme Terms & Conditions and the instructions 
on the Source to Tap Claim Form. You are not able to claim reimbursement for any payment 
you have made in cash or with a credit card. 

The Source to Tap Grant will be paid directly to your nominated business bank account via BACS 
transfer and in the currency of the jurisdiction in which your farm business is registered. You agree 
and accept that payment of the Source to Tap Grant can only be made if the claim is made 
before the deadline stated in the Source to Tap Handbook. 

Any failure by you to submit a reimbursement claim in accordance with this clause and the Claim 
Form instructions and by the specified deadline (including the provision of any supporting 
documents necessary to enable the claim to be processed) may result in payment of the Source 
to Tap Grant being delayed, reduced or withheld. 

All reimbursement claims will be checked and verified before any sum is paid. If there is any 
discrepancy between the amount claimed by you and the amount you are entitled to claim, 
the reimbursement claim may be rejected in its entirety. 

The amount of the Source to Tap Grant shall not be increased in the event of any overspend by 
you in the delivery of your obligations under the Agreement. 
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12. Force majeure 

If you are delayed or prevented from complying with your obligations under the Agreement due 
to something which you (or a person authorised to act on your behalf) consider to be a force 
majeure or exceptional circumstance and which you consider should excuse (temporarily or 
permanently) your non-compliance, you (or the person authorised to act on your behalf) should 
notify us of this (in writing)   as soon as reasonably possible and in any event within 30 Business 
Days from the date on which the force majeure or exceptional circumstance arose. 

Force majeure or exceptional circumstances may include: 

your death or long-term incapacity; •
the state or an authority using its powers to take all or a material part of Your Farm for •
public use or benefit (i.e. expropriation) if such expropriation could not have been 
anticipated before you applied for funding from the Source to Tap Scheme; 
a natural disaster materially and relevantly affecting Your Farm; •
the accidental destruction of livestock buildings or other relevant buildings on Your Farm •
e.g. by fire; 
an outbreak of disease affecting all or a material and relevant part of the crops, trees or •
livestock on Your Farm. 

Your notice to us should set out what the force majeure or exceptional circumstance is, when it 
happened, whether the circumstance’s impact on your ability to perform your obligations under 
the Agreement is permanent or temporary and, if temporary, how long you anticipate it will be 
before you are able to resume performance of your obligations. You should also tell us whether 
or not the circumstance you seek to rely on is or may be covered by insurance.  We will consider 
the facts on a case-by-case basis in deciding whether or not you are relieved of all or part of 
your obligations under the Agreement and whether all or part of Your Grant should be 
suspended or repaid. 

13. Term, breach and termination 

The Agreement starts on the Agreement Date and continues for a period of 7 years, unless 
terminated earlier (see below), after which it terminates automatically. 

Termination or expiry does not affect: 

a party’s accrued rights and obligations as at termination or expiry; •
provisions of the Agreement which expressly or by implication are intended to come into •
or continue in force on or after termination or expiry of the Agreement, which shall remain 
in full force and effect. 

We may terminate the Agreement by notice in writing to you with immediate effect if: 

you have committed a breach of the Agreement which we, at our sole discretion, •
consider to be material and not capable of rapid remedy to our satisfaction; 
you have committed a breach of the Agreement and have failed to remedy that breach •
within 15 Business Days of notification in writing to you by us requiring you to remedy the 
breach; 
a change of circumstance has occurred in relation to you, as a result of which you no •
longer meet the eligibility criteria for funding under the Source to Tap Scheme. 
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A termination for any of the above reasons will be considered a Termination for Cause. Where 
there has been a Termination for Cause, we may recover from you all or part of any Source to 
Tap Grant which has been paid to you and shall be under no obligation to pay to you any Source 
to Tap Grant which has not yet been paid. 

Also, we may terminate the Agreement and any future Source to Tap Grant payments on giving 
you 3 months’ written notice at any time. Termination in these circumstances will be considered 
a Termination at Will. In the case of a Termination at Will and provided that you are not in breach 
of the Agreement, Source to Tap Grant payments which have already been paid will not be 
recoverable. 

You may terminate the Agreement at any time by giving written notice to us. If you exercise this 
right, you may be required to repay all or part of the Source to Tap Grant and your obligations 
under the Agreement will not cease until such repayment has been made. 

14. Limitation of liability 

No party excludes or limits its liability for death or personal injury caused by its negligence, fraud 
or fraudulent misrepresentation, or any other liability which cannot be limited or excluded by 
law. 

The Rivers Trust accepts no liability for any consequential loss, whether direct or indirect, arising 
from the Agreement, the use of the Source to Tap Grant by you or by us exercising our rights 
under the Agreement. 

Subject to the two preceding paragraphs, The Rivers Trust’s total aggregate liability in connection 
with the Agreement shall not exceed the amount of the Source to Tap Grant. 

You shall indemnify us and any persons acting on our behalf against all claims, demands, actions, 
costs, expenses, losses, damages and all other liabilities arising as a result of your actions or 
omissions in connection with the Agreement. 

15. Using and sharing your information 

The parties shall comply with the Data Protection Legislation in delivering their obligations under 
the Agreement. 

The controller of personal data collected in connection with the Scheme is Northern Ireland 
Water Limited (NI Water). The Rivers Trust processes that personal data on behalf of NI Water in 
order to deliver the obligations as specified in this Agreement.  All partners to the Source to Tap 
project will process personal data collected as part of the Scheme in accordance with the 
Scheme Privacy Notice (as may be amended from time to time), available at: 
https://www.sourcetotap.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Land-Incetive-Scheme-Privacy-
Notice.pdf. Please consult that Privacy Notice regularly for any updates and information on your 
rights in relation to certain Personal Data as well as more detail on how that Personal Data is or 
may be used. 

In particular, you (and, where applicable, the Sub-Farmer) acknowledge that, on behalf of NI 
Water, The Rivers Trust and NI Water’s other appointed agents may: 

use any information or data provided by you or the Sub-Farmer or collected during the •
course of the Agreement (the Data) for the purposes of: 

https://www.sourcetotap.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Land-Incetive-Scheme-Privacy-Notice.pdf
https://www.sourcetotap.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Land-Incetive-Scheme-Privacy-Notice.pdf
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performance of The Rivers Trust’s obligations and exercise of The Rivers Trust’s rights under•
the Agreement; and
management, control and evaluation of the Scheme generally; and•
share such information or data with the other bodies forming the Source to Tap project•
consortium and with the European Union bodies providing or managing the provision of
funding to the Source to Tap Pilot Land Incentive Scheme (see the Handbook for details
of these bodies) and other governmental agencies and European Union institutions and
bodies for the purposes of monitoring, administering and evaluation of the Scheme.

We will use the Data for administering and analysing applications, agreements and claims under 
the Source to Tap Scheme. We will circulate and discuss it, in confidence, with those persons or 
organisations helping us to assess and monitor applications, agreements and claims. Some of 
the Data may be shared with other grant distribution bodies and government departments, to 
enable them to detect fraudulent applications, agreements and claims and to co-ordinate the 
processing of complementary applications, agreements and claims. To do this, we may have 
to discuss applications, agreements and claims with third parties or disclose information about 
funding decisions. 

The Personal Data you have provided or will provide for the purposes of the Scheme and the 
Agreement is necessary for the purposes of entering or performing the Agreement. It would not 
be possible for us to enter into or perform the Agreement with you if you did not provide that 
Personal Data. 

We will store your Personal Data for up to 7 years after the end of the Source to Tap project, 
unless there is any actual, threatened or anticipated legal dispute in respect of the Agreement, 
in which case your Personal Data will be stored until such legal dispute is finally resolved. 

16. Records

You shall: 

maintain accurate and up-to-date records of the receipt and expenditure of the Source•
to Tap Grant monies received by you and evidence of your compliance with your
obligations under the Agreement; and
keep securely all quotes and other price checking information relied on for Your•
Application, and invoices, receipts, bank statements evidencing payments from your
bank account to the contractors and suppliers of the Works (this need only be the
redacted version showing relevant information) and any other relevant documents
relating to the expenditure of Your Grant for a period of at least seven years from
termination or expiry of the Source to Tap Agreement.

We shall have the right to review your records relating to Your Grant and to take copies of such 
records. 

You shall comply with, and facilitate our compliance with, all statutory and contractual 
requirements as regards accounts, audit or examination of accounts, annual reports and annual 
returns applicable to you and/or us (as the case may be). 

In addition to your obligations to provide information to us, you shall provide any of the 
information referred to in this clause to any other UK, Irish or EU public authority (or their authorised 
representatives or auditors) upon request. 
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17. Acknowledgement and publicity 

You shall comply with all reasonable instructions and guidance from us in relation to 
acknowledgement and publicity of the Source to Tap Grant, including using any materials or 
templates which are provided to it for this purpose. Such acknowledgement and publicity may 
include, where appropriate, a statement on any website operated by you for business purposes, 
and/or a poster, plaque or billboard displayed on Your Farm. 

You may only use the name and logo of the Source to Tap project and/or the name(s) and 
logo(s) of The Rivers Trust or the other partners in the Source to Tap scheme, shall only be used 
by you if you have first obtained specific approval to do so and then shall comply with all 
branding guidelines issued by us (or the relevant entity) from time to time. 

You agree to participate in and co-operate with promotional activities relating to the Source to 
Tap Scheme if required to do so by us. 

We may acknowledge your involvement in the Source to Tap Scheme as appropriate without 
prior notice. 

You shall comply with all reasonable requests from us to facilitate visits, provide reports, statistics, 
photographs and case studies that will assist us in our promotional and publicity activities relating 
to the Scheme. 

18. Miscellaneous 

Entire agreement 

The Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties and supersedes and 
extinguishes all previous agreements, promises, assurances, warranties, representations and 
understandings between them, whether written or oral, relating to its subject matter. 

Each party acknowledges that in entering into the Agreement it does not rely on, and shall have 
no remedies in respect of any statement, representation, assurance or warranty (whether made 
innocently or negligently) that is not set out in the Agreement. 

Nothing in this subclause shall limit or exclude any liability for fraud. 
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Waiver, variation and amendments 

No failure of delay by any party to exercise any right or remedy under the Source to Tap 
Agreement shall be construed as a waiver of any other right or remedy. 

In some circumstances we may consider it necessary to amend or update the current or previous 
versions of the Source to Tap Handbook and/or the Scheme Terms & Conditions and we reserve 
the right to do so.  We will notify you in writing of any amendments to the versions which are 
applicable to the Agreement and the date on which such amendment shall take effect. 

No amendments to the scope of the Source to Tap Scheme Works shall be permitted unless 
expressly agreed in writing by us. 

Except as provided above in this subclause, no variation of the Agreement shall be effective 
unless it is in writing and signed by the parties (or their authorised representatives). 

Notices 

All notices in relation to the Agreement shall be in writing and shall be deemed to have been 
duly given if personally delivered, emailed, or mailed (first class postage prepaid) using the 
contact details set out in the Agreement Note (or any updated address which is subsequently 
notified by one party to the other). It is your responsibility to notify us of any change to your 
contact details. 

If personally delivered or if emailed, all such notices shall be deemed to have been given when 
received (except that if received on a non-Business Day or after 5 pm on any Business Day they 
shall be deemed received on the next Business Day) and if mailed, all such notices shall be 
deemed to have been given and received on the second Business Day following such mailing. 

Joint and several liability 

Where the Landowner is not a company nor an incorporated entity with a distinct legal 
personality of its own, the individuals who enter into the Agreement on behalf of the Landowner 
shall be jointly and severally liable for the Landowner’s obligations and liabilities arising under 
the Agreement. 

No partnership or agency 

The Agreement shall not create any partnership or joint venture between The Rivers Trust and 
you, nor any relationship of principal and agent, nor authorise any party to make or enter into 
any commitments for or on behalf of the other party. 

Third party rights 

The Agreement does not and is not intended to confer any contractual benefit on any person 
who is not a party to the Agreement. 
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Counterparts 

The Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which when executed 
shall constitute a duplicate original, but all the counterparts shall together constitute the one 
agreement. 

Rights and remedies 

Except as expressly provided in the Agreement, the rights and remedies provided under the 
Agreement are in addition to, and not exclusive of, any rights or remedies provided by law. 

Assignment and other dealings 

Except as provided otherwise in the Agreement, no person may assign, transfer or deal in any 
other manner with any or all of its rights or obligations under this Agreement. 

Governing law & jurisdiction 

The Source to Tap Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the law 
of the Northern Ireland and the parties irrevocably submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts 
of Northern Ireland. 
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APPENDIX 7 – PERMISSION TO START LETTER
The downloadable version of the StT LIS Permission to Start can be accessed on the project 
website by clicking here 

[LANDOWNER’S NAME] 

[ADDRESS] 

[DATE] 

Dear [NAME] 

STT6 - Source to Tap Pilot Land Incentive Scheme (the Scheme) – Grant funding Permission to 
Start 

We confirm that we have now received your signed Agreement Note, thank you [, and also the 
signed Agreement Note from your conacre farmer or tenant farmer (as the case may be)].  

We are enclosing a copy of the Agreement Note (STT5) showing our signature and the date on 
which we signed. That date now becomes the date of the agreement between us and the 
agreement is now legally binding. 

You will recall from our letter sending you the Agreement Note for signing that we said that you 
should not start work until you received your Permission to Start letter. This is your Permission to 
Start letter and so you are now free to go ahead with the agreed work as per the Agreement 
and particularly the details of the work in the Agreement Note, your Source to Tap Water 
Environment Management Plan and your Application Form. 

Item …………. for £/(€)………. is funded under Agricultural de minimis (REGULATION (EU) No 
1408/2013), this is a de minimis aid. There is a ceiling of €15,000 for Agricultural de minimis and 
€200,000 for all de minimis aid provided to any one firm over a 3-year period.  Any de minimis 
aid awarded to you under this offer letter will be relevant if you wish to apply, or have applied, 
for any other de minimis aid.  For the purposes of the de minimis regulation, you must retain this 
letter for 3 years from the date on this letter and produce it on any request by the UK public 
authorities or the European Commission. (You may need to keep this letter for longer than three 
years for other purposes.) 

You should arrange for the work to begin as quickly as possible. I will be in touch with you soon 
to see how the work is progressing.  I will also be on hand to help you fill out your Claim Form for 
the grant funding once the work has been completed.  In the meantime, please feel free to 
contact me on [insert PO Mobile number] if you have any queries. 

Yours sincerely 

[NAME & POSITION] 

https://www.sourcetotap.eu/water-professionals-land-managers/farming-for-water/
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APPENDIX 8 – LIS CLAIM FORM 

The downloadable version of the StT LIS Claim Form can be accessed on the project website by 
clicking here  

https://www.sourcetotap.eu/water-professionals-land-managers/farming-for-water/
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APPENDIX 9 - LIS ADDENDUM LETTER 

The downloadable version of the StT LIS Addendum Letter can be accessed on the project 
website by clicking here 

[LANDOWNER’S NAME] 

[ADDRESS] 

[DATE] 

Dear [NAME]  

Source to Tap Pilot Land Incentive Scheme (the Scheme) – Application for funding 
- ADDENDUM 

Following your application for funding under the Source to Tap Land Incentive Scheme, for work to be 
carried out on your farm, you accepted the Project’s offer of [insert amount] on [insert date] for 100% of 
eligible costs.  

We are delighted to inform you that the Project is prepared to offer you additional funding of [insert 
amount] for: 

 

 

The amount of funding offered is based on the cheapest quote obtained by you for the items above, as 
outlined in your Water and Environment Management Plan (WEMP) (STT 2) [and your Rush Management 
Plan (STT 2 - Annex 1)].  

This offer is subject to the Land Incentive Scheme Terms and Conditions (STT 4) appended (Annex 1).  

Funding for your farm is being provided through the European Union’s INTERREG VA programme, managed 
by the Special EU Programmes Body,  

and through the Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs in Northern Ireland and the 
Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government in Ireland. 

The next step is for you to sign both copies of this Addendum Letter, keep one copy safely as your record 
and return the other copy to us. 

Your offer of funding is valid for 14 working days from the date of this letter.  Your signed copy of the 
Addendum Letter should be returned to us within this timeframe.  If you are unable to do so for any reason, 
please contact your Source to Tap Project Officer directly to agree a way forward. 

Once we have received your signed Addendum Letter and (if applicable) the copy signed by your 
conacre farmer or tenant farmer (as the case may be), we will send you a Permission to Start letter in 
relation to the works outlined in the Addendum Letter. (If you have provided details of a conacre farmer 
or tenant farmer on your Application Form, we will have sent a copy of the Addendum Letter directly to 
them for signing).  

Item Selected Total Price

Total:

https://www.sourcetotap.eu/water-professionals-land-managers/farming-for-water/
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Once you receive the Permission to Start letter, you should go ahead with getting the work done in 
accordance with your WEMP.  Please do not start the work outlined in this Addendum Letter until you have 
received your Permission to Start letter in relation to the works outlined. 

If you have any queries or require any further information about your application, please do not hesitate 
to contact me on [insert PO Mobile number]. 

Yours sincerely 

……………………….. 

[NAME & POSITION] 

 

Acceptance 

This Addendum Letter is an extension to your Agreement between The Rivers Trust and the Landowner and 
(if applicable) the conacre farmer or tenant farmer and is formed by the following documents: 

the Source to Tap Agreement Note (STT5) and this Addendum Letter (STT5a) •
the Source to Tap Scheme Terms & Conditions (STT4) •
the Source to Tap Application Form (STT3) •
the Source to Tap Water Environment Management Plan (STT2) •
the Source to Tap Handbook (STT1). •

If there is any inconsistency between these documents, the order in which the documents prevail over 
each other is the order in which they are listed above. 

Each Party agrees to perform its obligations under the Agreement and Addendum Letter and shall have 
the rights and powers set out in the Agreement and Addendum Letter.  

(If applicable). The conacre farmer or tenant farmer (as applicable) acknowledges that the benefits 
which the Landowner is entitled to receive under the Agreement and Addendum Letter are of benefit to 
the conacre farmer or tenant farmer (as applicable) too and accordingly there is appropriate 
consideration for the conacre farmer or tenant farmer’s obligations under the Agreement and Addendum 
Letter. 

All warranties and undertakings which may have been given by the Landowner during the application 
process are repeated as of the date of this Addendum Letter. 
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The Landowner and, if applicable, the conacre farmer or tenant farmer acknowledge and agree that 
they have read carefully each of the above-mentioned documents and, in particular, have taken note 
of the provisions in the Source to Tap Scheme Terms & Conditions concerning the use and sharing of data 
and information, including their own personal data, and consent to such use.  

Landowner: o please tick

Conacre farmer/tenant farmer: o please tick

  Signed for and on behalf of  
  THE RIVERS TRUST by  
  [print full name] 

    on:

....................................... 
  Director 

…………………… 2020

  [Landowner. amend if not an individual.]  
  Signed by  
  [print full name] ....................................... 

....................................... 

  [Conacre farmer/tenant farmer; amend if      
  not an individual.] 

  Signed by: 
  [print full name] 

............................................. 



www.sourcetotap.eu

The Source to Tap project is supported by the European Union’s INTERREG 
VA Programme, managed by the Special EU Programmes Body (SEUPB)

http://www.sourcetotap.eu
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